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ABSTRACT
The formation of the first stars, some 100-300 Myr after the Big Bang, marked
the end of the cosmic dark ages and resulted in the creation of most of the elements.
Understanding their formation, lifetimes, and contributions to the evolution of our
universe is one of the current frontiers in astronomy and astrophysics.
While Hubble and other large telescopes have peered back into the first giga-year
post-Big Bang, no one has yet observed a metal-free star. Hence it is left to theory
and simulation to explain their likely characteristics.
In this work I present a new model for following the formation of Population III
(Pop III) stars and follow their effects on early galaxy evolution. I make use of a new
subgrid model of turbulent mixing to accurately follow the time scales required to
mix supernova (SN) ejecta – enriched with heavy elements – into pristine parcels of
gas. I implement this model in a large-scale cosmological simulation and follow the
fraction of gas with metallicity below a critical value marking the boundary between
Pop III and metal enriched Population II (Pop II) star formation. I demonstrate that
accounting for subgrid mixing results in a Pop III star formation rate that is 2-3 times
higher than standard models with the same physical resolution.
I also implement and follow a new “primordial metals” (PM) scalar that tracks
the metals generated by Pop III SNe. A subset of these SNe generate metals with
unique abundance signatures that are taken up by second generation stars result-
ing in a subclass of carbon-enhanced, metal-poor (CEMP) stars. By tracking both
regular metals and PM, I can model, in post-processing, the elemental abundances
of simulation stars. I find good agreement between observations of CEMP-no Milky
Way halo stars and simulated second-generation stars when assuming the first stars
had a typical mass of 60M, providing a clue as to the Pop III initial mass function.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION TO COSMOLOGY AND THE FIRST STARS
Our understanding of the universe has progressed at an astounding rate over the
last century. It was only about 100 years ago that most astronomers believed the
universe was composed of just our Galaxy. However, we now know our universe is
unimaginably larger than the Milky Way (MW) and even locally we see a neighbor-
hood populated with dozens of galaxies. Looking deeper we see a clumpy, irregular
arrangement of galaxies that is part of a vast web-like structure where galaxies and
galaxy clusters surround bubble-like voids where the density of matter is only about
20% of the mean cosmic density (van de Weygaert, 2016). The super-clusters, the
largest of these structures, may contain 10’s of thousands of galaxies.
Astonishingly, over that same 100 years, astronomers, cosmologists, and physi-
cists have formulated a picture of our universe that ties together observation and
theory into a coherent framework. While many puzzling questions remain, the fact
that we can speak cogently of the universe’s 13 billion year history is a remarkable
achievement.
In this introduction I will briefly recap our understanding of cosmology, or the
study of the universe as a whole, which leads naturally into some of the less-well
understood, and as yet unobserved, details of its early evolution. It is this earliest
era – the era of the first stars and galaxies some 100-300 million years (Myr) after
the Big Bang (BB) – that has become the center of my research. In particular, the
characteristics of the first stars to form in the universe, the so-called Population III
(Pop III) stars, are mostly unknown and wholly unobserved. As astronomers have not
(as yet) observed Pop III stars in our Galactic neighborhood, or in the high-redshift
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universe, it falls to theory and simulation to glean their characteristics and to guide
observations for the next generation of giant telescopes. This work is an attempt to
further our understanding of these stars and to guide such searches.
1.1 The Very Early Universe
We have strong evidence that the universe started in a hot, BB (Lemaˆıtre, 1927;
Riess et al., 1998; Perlmutter et al., 1999; de Bernardis et al., 2000; Roos, 2008)
in which the matter and energy we now detect and measure was concentrated at
an exceedingly high density approximately 13.8 billion years ago. The primordial
universe was a remarkably smooth and homogeneous place (Peebles, 1980). However,
during the first few minutes after the BB, matter congealed out of the primordial
plasma to form the first ions and electrons. This first nucleosynthesis populated the
universe with ionized hydrogen (H) and helium (He) 1 .
For the first several hundred thousand years, the universe was still hot enough to
keep the new-born atoms ionized. This meant that Thomson scattering, scattering
off-of free electrons, ensured that the photons were in thermal equilibrium with the
baryons (since the coulomb force bound electrons to the H and He ions) resulting
in a optically thick universe in which photons traveled very short distances before
interacting with matter. Hence, most electromagnetic information from this era was
essentially ‘washed out’ by photon scattering. However, as discussed below, not all
of the information encoded in the photons from this era was randomized.
While this initial distribution of matter and energy was very smooth it was not
perfectly so. Primordial quantum fluctuations, inherent in the fabric of space-time
on scales less than 10−28cm, were stretched, via inflation (Guth & Pi, 1982), in the
first 10−32 seconds of cosmic history. These fluctuations seeded matter-energy density
1and a trace of lithium.
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variations on cosmological scales before the universe was 1 second old (Turner, 1999;
Guth & Kaiser, 2005). These included variations in the matter-energy constituents
of the universe: dark matter (DM), ‘regular’ matter and radiation. However, since
DM does not interact with electromagnetic radiation, it was free to start collapsing
under its own gravity very soon after this epoch.
The DM overdensities continued to collapse gravitationally, but for the first several
hundred thousand years the baryons could not follow the DM collapse because of the
photon pressure in the tightly coupled baryon-photon fluid. This struggle between
gravity and pressure set up oscillations (the baryon acoustic oscillations - BAO) that
alternately heated (compression mode) and cooled (expansion mode) the overdensities
as compared to the mean plasma temperature (Hu & White, 1996). However, once
the universe had adiabatically cooled to ≈ 3000K recombination 2 (Peebles, 1968)
was possible. We can estimate the redshift of recombination by noting that the
temperature of the universe scales with redshift as T (z) = T0 (1+z), where T0 = 2.725
K is the temperature of the CMB today. This means recombination occurred at
z ≈ 1100 or approximately 380, 000 yrs after the BB. This is when the electrons
combined with the H and He atoms to form a (mostly) neutral gas. At this point
most photons, those with energies that did not correspond to the discrete energy levels
of these atoms, were able to free stream across the universe. However, because the
photons were liberated from baryons that were grouped into various concentrations,
the radiation from this epoch carried the imprint of those over and underdensities
(Eisenstein et al., 2005).
At present day, this imprint manifests itself as temperature fluctuations in the
photons that make up the cosmic microwave background (CMB), Figure 1.1. They are
the photons that streamed freely after recombination and the decoupling of radiation
2Something of a misnomer since electrons and ions had not previously been combined.
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Figure 1.1: The Cosmic Microwave Background. Colors encode temperature fluc-
tuations on the order of micro-Kelvins corresponding to regions of slightly different
densities. These density fluctuations were the seeds of the structure we see in the
universe today. (Image credit: ESA and the Planck Collaboration).
from regular matter. The temperature variations (Sachs & Wolfe, 1967) have a scale
(on the sky - approximately 1 degree) related to the characteristic size-scale of the
BAO and are a powerful constraint not only on the characteristic scale of structure
we see today, but on the amount of DM in the universe.
After the epoch of recombination/decoupling the baryons were freed from their
pressure support and began collapsing. However, the baryons had a gravitational
boost: As hinted at above, the Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) (Andernach & Zwicky,
2017; Frenk & White, 2012; Zwicky, 1933) model predicts that DM does not interact
with electromagnetic energy and was therefore free to begin collapsing under its own
gravity before decoupling. DM gravitational collapse could being once the predomi-
nate source of energy-density in the universe was not the relativistic photons.
The era of radiation dominance ended when matter became the dominate source
of energy density in the universe. The point of matter-radiation equality is defined as
4
the time when ρr(t) = ρm(t) or ρr,0(1 + z)
4 = ρm,0(1 + z)
3 since the radiation density
decays due to both spatial dilution and the redshift of the photons’ wavelengths,
while the matter density only dilutes because of the expanding volume (Frieman
et al., 2008). Since the radiation and matter densities are related to the density
parameters, Ωr,0 and Ωm,0, by the same factor we can write
zm =
Ωm,0
Ωr,0
− 1 ≈ 3200, (1.1)
as a reasonable estimate of the redshift of matter-radiation equality. This is about
55,000 years after the BB and the time when the matter density became the dominant
form of energy-density of the universe 3 . Hence, DM gravitational collapse had an
≈325 kyr ‘head start’ as compared to the baryons. Figure 1.2 depicts the relative
contributions to the total energy density of the universe as a function of redshift, and
depicts the redshift when each component of our universe was/is predominant. As
shown, it is only very recently that dark energy has become the dominant component
of the universe.
The matter density continued to grow in these early structures as baryons col-
lapsed into the gravitational wells seeded by the DM. As discussed in the next sec-
tion, it is within these primordial DM halos that the first stars were born, ending
the cosmic dark ages. Additionally, some of these halos combined to make even more
massive protogalaxies that were capable of gravitationally attracting even more gas.
From here the process of hierarchical assembly continues, to the present epoch. This
history provides us with the basic understanding leading to the formation of the first
stars and galaxies. We can now relate the earliest anisotropies, tage < 1 sec, in the
primordial universe to the Large Scale Structure (LSS) we see today, 13.8 Gyr later
3We can also estimate the temperature of the universe at matter-radiation equality: T (z) =
T0 (1 + z) ≈ 8700K. This is 45% hotter than the surface of the sun but was the temperature of the
entire universe at z = 3200.
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Figure 1.2: The dominant component of the universe throughout cosmic history.
Radiation dominated the density of the universe for the first 50,000 yrs giving way
to matter-density. We currently live in a dark energy dominated universe. The light
blue shaded region captures an uncertainty of 20% in the equation of state parameter,
w = −1, for dark energy. Dark energy has only recently become the dominant form
of energy density in the universe. (Image credit: Frieman et al. (2008)).
(Press & Schechter, 1974). That we can trace the universe’s origin to the first fraction
of a second after the BB is one of the most astounding results in science.
1.2 The First Stars and Galaxies
The first stars formed from the baryons that collapsed into the structures seeded
by DM at redshift 20 ≤ z ≤ 15 (Bowman et al., 2018). However, while the physics
that describes star formation in the modern universe is relatively well understood,
and has been observed locally (Larson, 2003; McKee & Ostriker, 2007), the conditions
surrounding the formation of the first stars is still theoretical and much more uncertain
(Abel et al., 2000; Norman, 2010). This is due to Pop III stars’ unique composition.
Whereas the fast majority of the stars born in the universe contain traces of metals,
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Figure 1.3: The history of our universe. From it’s start in a hot, Big Bang to
the formation of galaxies and galaxy clusters, astronomers and astrophysicists have a
compelling and surprising well-understood story to tell. However, there are still many
details left to fill-in. (Image credit: National Astronomical Observatory of Japan).
i.e. - elements heavier than He, the first generation of stars were composed purely of
hydrogen and helium (Schaerer, 2002).
While hydrogen is the main source of fuel for all stars on the main sequence, the
presence of metals significantly changes the characteristics of collapsing gas and of the
subsequent star (Abel et al., 2002). Trace metals allow a gas heated by gravitational
collapse to cool radiatively since many metals have low-lying energy transitions that
can be collisionally excited. Such collisions convert the kinetic energy of the gas to
radiation once the atom relaxes to a lower energy state. Such photons typically escape
an optically thin gas. Additionally, metals in the photosphere of stars tend to ‘trap’
photons making a star puffier than its more compact Pop III equivalent and metals
such as carbon and oxygen are crucial to nuclear reactions in the core. Without them
Pop III stars have higher core and surface temperatures (Ezer & Cameron, 1971;
Heger & Woosley, 2010).
As baryons collapsed into primordial DM halos they condensed into the first star-
forming clouds. However, as just briefly discussed, heat generated by the collapse
was difficult to dissipate in a gas composed of only H and He since the only radiative
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cooling channel below ≈ 104 K was provided by hydrogen molecules (Hutchins, 1976;
Abel et al., 2000; Bromm & Loeb, 2003) – which was present in only trace amounts.
Hence star formation could only proceed in DM minihalos where gravity could over-
come the thermal pressure in clumps of gas cooled, to ≈ 200 K, only by molecular
hydrogen. This required a mass of ∼ 106M, (Yoshida et al., 2003). Hence minihalos
with approximately this mass are thought to be the site of first-star formation.
While minihalos were able to gather enough gas to create protostellar clouds, the
DM in the halo remained diffuse since it was not able to cool radiatively. Primordial
gas was therefore only able to undergo runaway collapse when it reached a mass such
that tff < tsc, where tff =
√
3pi
32Gρ
is the gravitational free-fall time of the gas and
tsc =
R
cs
is the sound crossing time in a spherical region of gas with radius R. If we
relate the sound crossing time to the temperature and density of the gas, cs =
√
5kT
3µmp
,
and the radius, R =
(
3M
4piρ
)1/3
, to the mass in a spherical region of uniform density,
we can determine the Jeans Mass, the mass required for runaway collapse (Collins,
1989),
Mj ≈ 500M
(
T
200 K
)3/2 ( n
10−4
)−1/2
. (1.2)
Since the temperature of primordial gas clouds was likely 10-20 times higher than
the temperature of gas cooled via metal lines, the Jeans mass in the early universe
was likely 100 times what we expect (and observe) today. This likely resulted in
a massive generation of first stars on the order of 100 M (Bromm et al., 1999;
Yoshida et al., 2006; O’Shea & Norman, 2007). Such massive stars have typical
lifetimes between 1 and 10 Myrs (Schaerer, 2002) since the higher temperature in
their cores results in a significant increase in the nuclear reaction rate. The formation
of these first, massive stars marked the end of the cosmic dark ages that persisted
since recombination/decoupling. Figure 1.4 is an artist’s rendering of a supermassive
Pop III star.
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Figure 1.4: An artist’s conception of a supermassive Pop III star compared to a small
dwarf. While the theoretical jury is still out, Pop III stars may have been 100’s of
times more massive than our Sun.
The formation of the first stars may not herald the first galaxies since there is
some debate as to the definition of a galaxy (Greif, 2015). The feedback from this
first generation of stars in minihalos was likely enough to expel most of the remaining
gas from their shallow potential wells, stifling further star formation. If we require
that galaxies be able to maintain star formation over some length of time, and hence
retain a significant fraction of their gas, the first galaxies were born later, when
atomic cooling halos began to coalesce (Oh & Haiman, 2002). These halos had virial
temperatures in excess of 104 K where cooling by H atomic lines was still effective
and the partially ionized gas was conducive to H2 formation (Glover, 2005).
While the first Pop III stars likely formed in minihalos, the larger atomic cooling
halos may have produced larger numbers of Pop III stars as well as second generation
Pop II stars with Z > Zcrit (Greif et al., 2008). This is the metallicity above which
gas clouds are able to fragment and generate stars more akin to those in the local
universe (Hutchins, 1976; Bromm & Loeb, 2003). The location, persistence, and
formation rates for Pop III stars is still an area of intensive research.
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1.3 Tying the First Stars to Observations
After their short lifetimes, most of the first stars ended their lives as SN. However,
the nucleosynthetic products they generated was dependent on their masses. Stars
in the mass range 25M . M? . 140M and M? & 260M leave a black hole (BH)
remnant that traps most of the heavier elements while injecting lighter elements,
such as carbon and oxygen, into the ISM (Heger et al., 2003). In the mass range
140M . M? . 260M stars end their lives as pair-instability supernova (PISN)
which completely disrupt the star. These PISN pollute their surroundings with an
abundance of heavy elements, such as iron and nickel. Both of these types of SN
polluted early halos, as well as the intergalactic medium (IGM) giving rise to the
next generation of stars, the Pop II stars, that have Z > Zcrit. Figure 1.5 depicts the
fates of metal free stars from sub-solar to kilo-solar masses.
The relationship between progenitor mass and SN chemical yields allows us to tie
the metal content in ancient stars that we observe today to the likely mass ranges
of Pop III stars (Frebel et al., 2005). In particular, observations of the chemical
composition of metal poor (MP) stars in the MW halo and in nearby Ultra-faint
dwarf (UFD) galaxies are thought to be the direct result of pollution by the SN ejecta
of a single (or at most a few) primordial star(s) (Simon et al., 2015). By examining
these stars’ elemental abundances, and matching them (after considering dilution and
mixing) to the nucleosynthetic SN products of models of the first stars, we can reverse-
engineer the likely characteristics of the progenitors. This is near-field cosmology and
was first described by Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn (2002). The process allows us to
glean some of the first stars’ likely characteristics (Cooke & Madau, 2014; Frebel &
Norris, 2015) – or at least rule out unlikely initial mass functions (IMFs).
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Figure 9 Final fates of Population III stars in the absence of stellar rotation. Above≃30 M⊙ , a fraction of the star may collapse to a BH, while at
higher masses it collapses directly to a BH or explodes as a pair-instability SN. The chemical yields of the ejecta depend sensitively on the fate of the
star. The mass limits change if rotation is taken into account. Adapted from Heger and Woosley (2002).
pressure support due to the creation of electron-positron
pairs. This leads to explosive nucleosynthesis, which pro-
duces a metal yield of ≃% and a kinetic explosion en-
ergy of up to  ergs. In the range ≃-M⊙, pul-
sational instabilities drive episodic outbursts, while in the
range ≃-M⊙ the entire star collapse to a BH. Be-
low ≃M⊙, a SN with ∼ ergs partially disrupts the
star. Depending on mass, a fraction of the star collapses
into a BH, which leads to an elemental segregation of
the nucleosynthetic products (Chieffi and Limongi ,
; Umeda and Nomoto , , ; Iwamoto
et al. ; Tominaga et al. b; Zhang et al. ;
Joggerst et al. , b; Heger and Woosley ;
Limongi and Chieffi ). For masses & M⊙, the
entire star collapses directly to a BH without any signifi-
cant SN explosion (but see Ohkubo et al. ; Inayoshi
et al. ). Finally, super-massive stars with≃- M⊙
may form in atomic cooling halos in which previous star
formation was suppressed. A general relativistic instabil-
ity develops and a fraction of the star may collapse into
a BH with ≃- M⊙ (Heger et al. ; Begelman
et al. , ; Begelman ; Volonteri and Begelman
; Montero et al. ; Hosokawa et al. a, ;
Volonteri ; Inayoshi et al. ; Schleicher et al. ;
Chen et al. c). Recent studies have found that a super-
massive star may also trigger an extremely energetic SN
explosion with up to  ergs of kinetic energy (Whalen
et al. d, c, h). The various fates of Popula-
tion III stars are illustrated in Figure .
Most of the above studies have neglected the effects of
rotation. Models including rotation show that metals may
be mixed between nuclear burning layers and even to the
surface of the star. This may have an effect on the evo-
lution of the stars, the degree to which their elements
are mixed (Meynet and Maeder b, a; Meynet
et al. ; Heger et al. ; Chiappini et al. , ;
Hirschi ; Ekström et al. ; Takahashi et al. ),
and their final fates (Suwa et al. b; Joggerst et al.
Figure 1.5: The fate of stars with various progenitor masses. Stars in the mass range
25 . M?/M . 140 likely leave a BH after oing SN trapping most heavy elements
within the singularity. Stars in the mass range 140 . M?/M . 260 likely end their
lives as PISN and are completely disrupted. These two types of SN have very different
elemental yiel s. Imag credit: Woosley et al. (2002).
1.4 Modeling the Formation of Pop III Stars
Given the lack of observations, it falls to simulation and m deling to glean the
likely charact ristics of t first stars (Scannapieco et al., 2003, 2006; O’Shea & Nor-
man, 2007; Wise et al., 2012). While physical concerns such as radiative and super-
nova (SN) feedback figure promine tly into o r models of Pop III star formation, other
less studied processes have the potential to significantly impact our u derstanding of
early metal free star formation. One of the factors that is often overlooked in such
simulations is the turbulent mixing of heavy elements that pollutes a star forming
parcel of gas above the critical metallicity for Pop III star formation (Pan & Scalo,
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2007; Greif et al., 2010; Bromm, 2013, 2014; Ritter et al., 2015). This is due to the
typical range of scales involved. While simulating a meaning cosmological volume
from initial conditions typically results in a best resolution of 10-100 pc, the mixing
of pollutants into the gas takes place at much smaller scales, as we will discuss in
Chapter 2.
To perform such comparisons we require cosmological simulations that model the
formation, life and death of the stars all within a realistic hydrodynamical and gravita-
tional context. For our work we have chosen RAMSES (Teyssier, 2002), an Eulerian
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code.
Thorough mixing of pollutants within a primordial galaxy is not an instantaneous
process and most cosmological simulations simply assume that SN pollutants are well
mixed, instantaneously, at the scale of resolution elements. To study the effects of
turbulent mixing timescales on Pop III star formation, we carry out simulations that
track the fraction of pristine gas at subgrid scales. Our implementation of the mixing
timescale is derived from a turbulent mixing model for gas stirred by SN (Pan et
al., 2012, 2013). Specifically, we model the timescale required to pollute the pristine
gas and characterize the effect on Pop III stars formation as well as the subsequent
chemical evolution of early galaxies. Implementing and characterizing this model
is the focus of Chapter 2, along with predictions concerning the likely mass of Pop
III stars based on observations of MW halo Carbon Enhanced Metal Poor (CEMP)
stars. In Chapter 3 we address the observability of high redshift Pop III galaxies in
the context of our new subgrid model.
Observing Pop III stars is the next frontier in observational astronomy. Under-
standing their formation, masses and lifetimes is the key to understanding a variety
of topics from early structure formation and reionization to the history of chemical
enrichment. We hope this work contributes to this ongoing scientific endeavor.
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Chapter 2
FOLLOWING THE PRISTINE GAS: IMPLICATIONS FOR MILKY WAY HALO
STARS
1
2.1 Introduction
The death of the first stars resulted in the highly nonuniform pollution of the
universe. By this time big bang nucleosynthesis had produced helium efficiently,
but it had been halted by the expansion of the universe before it could go much
further, leaving stars and supernovae (SNe) to form and disseminate the heavier
elements (Walker et al., 1991). These early SNe first enriched the gas in and around
protogalaxies which, in turn, led to a gradual, spatially inhomogeneous transition
from metal-free Population III (Pop III) star formation to metal-enriched Population
II (Pop II) star formation (Scannapieco et al., 2003, 2006; Brook et al., 2007; Tornatore
et al., 2007; O’Shea & Norman, 2007; Trenti & Shull, 2010; Maio et al., 2010; Wise
et al., 2012; Crosby et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2013; Pallottini et
al., 2014).
Most of the properties of this transition remain unknown. High-redshift obser-
vations have yielded candidates for Pop III stellar populations (Malhotra & Rhoads,
2002; Dawson et al., 2004; Jimenez & Haiman, 2006; Dijkstra & Wyithe, 2007; Nagao
et al., 2008; Kashikawa et al., 2012; Cassata et al., 2013) including a single z = 6.6
galaxy with no detected metal emission lines and narrow HeII λ1640 emission (Sobral
et al., 2015) that is possibly indicative of metal-free stars (e.g Tumlinson et al., 2001;
Schaerer, 2002). However, these measurements are only able to hint at the overall
1This chapter previously published as Sarmento et al. (2017).
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progression of early metal enrichment.
Similarly, searches for individual Pop III stars in the Milky Way (MW) halo have
yielded only indirect clues as to the Pop III/Pop II transition. Even the most pristine
stars observed have a substantial mass fraction of metals (Christlieb et al., 2002;
Cayrel et al., 2004; Aoki et al., 2006; Frebel et al., 2005; Norris et al., 2007; Caffau
et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2014; Howes et al., 2015), even though theoretical studies
suggest that metal-free stars should have already been observed if they had masses
low enough to survive to the present-day (Scannapieco et al., 2006; Tumlinson, 2006;
Brook et al., 2007; Salvadori et al., 2010; Hartwig et al., 2015; Ishiyama et al., 2016).
On the other hand, low-temperature cooling is extremely inefficient without dust and
metals, and pristine gas would have been much less susceptible to fragmentation,
forming individual ≈ 103M stars, (Hutchins, 1976; Abel et al., 2002; Bromm et al.,
2002; Bromm & Loeb, 2003) or single or binary 10 − 100M stars with very short
lifetimes (e.g. Johnson & Bromm, 2006; Padoan et al., 2007; McKee & Tan, 2008;
Turk et al., 2009; Stacy et al., 2010; Clark et al., 2011; Hosokawa et al., 2011; Greif
et al., 2012; Hirano et al., 2014).
Theoretically, the key process determining the Pop III/Pop II transition is the tur-
bulent mixing of heavy elements to pollute the medium above the critical metallicity,
Zcrit, that marks the shift to lower-mass star formation. This evolution is dependent
on two important issues. The first is the uncertain value of Zcrit, which is expected to
be between 10−6 and 10−3Z, depending on whether low-metallicity cooling is domi-
nated by dust emission or by the fine-structure lines of carbon and oxygen (Schneider
et al., 2003; Bromm & Loeb, 2003; Omukai et al., 2005). The second issue is the
rate at which the gas within the galaxy can be polluted above Zcrit by the turbulent
mixing of heavy elements (Pan & Scalo, 2007; Greif et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2012,
2013; Bromm, 2013, 2014; Ritter et al., 2015). Here the key quantity is the evolution
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of the pristine gas fraction, the fraction of material with metal concentration below
Zcrit as a function of time and space. Clearly the behavior of this quantity depends
both on the rate at which stars deposit new metals into the surrounding medium
and also on how gravity and large-scale motions act to move metals between different
regions within that medium. However, the evolution of the pristine gas fraction is
also highly dependent on a third process: the small-scale turbulent mixing of metals
within a given region of initially pristine gas.
This last process is particularly difficult to model in cosmological simulations, due
to the enormous range of physical scales required to capture it properly. Estimating
the diffusivity of the ionized medium as the Spitzer-Braginskii value (Spitzer, 1956)
νspitzer =
6.0× 10−17(T/K)5/2
(ρ/g/cm−3)
cm2s−1, (2.1)
gives Ldiss ≈ νspitzer/cs ≈ 10−3 T 24 n−1−3 pc where T4 is temperature in units of 104 K
and n−3 is the number density in units of 10−3 cm−3, which is the mean density at
z ≈ 15. On the other hand, the maximum comoving resolution of modern large-scale
cosmological simulations is ≈ 10− 1000 pc (e.g. Richardson et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2014; Vogelsberger et al., 2014; O’Shea et al., 2015; Schaye et al., 2015; Dubois et al.,
2014).
Given the mismatch between these spatial scales, thorough mixing of pollutants
at the scale of individual resolution elements is expected to take several eddy turnover
times, (Pan et al., 2013; Ritter et al., 2015) corresponding to a significant number of
simulation time steps. However, most simulations instantaneously update the affected
cells’ average metallicity once they are contaminated with SN ejecta. In other words,
because such cells may have a relatively high average metallicity immediately after
a local SN event, they are usually assumed to be fully polluted to above the critical
metallicity, even though in reality their mass fraction, P , of unpolluted, pristine gas
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remains large until these metals are well mixed.
In this work, we develop and apply a subgrid model that explicitly tracks the
pristine gas fraction, P , within every zone in a cosmological simulation. Our model
is built on standard techniques for estimating unresolved turbulent velocities and the
results of both theoretical modeling and high-resolution simulations of the pollution
of pristine gas in fully developed turbulence, as described in Pan et al. (2013, hereafter
PS13) (see also Pan et al., 2012). The model is implemented within the cosmological
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code ramses (Teyssier, 2002) which also includes
models for star formation and metal generation/dispersal by SNe. All quantities
that include an overbar indicate cell or star-particle-averaged qualities. Hence, the
average metallicity of a simulation cell is denoted Z while quantities including the
star subscript (e.g., Z?) refer to values associated with simulated star particles. We
also add another scalar quantity, ZP, to the code ,which tracks the metallicity due
only to metal-free stars (here, the subscript P is short for ‘primordial metals’). When
star particles are formed within a given cell, they inherit not only the total metallicity
Z, but also P and ZP, from the gas. This allows us to calculate the fraction of stars in
a given star particle that are metal-free, P?, as well as the relative contributions that
metals from Pop III and Pop II stars make to the stars that are enriched, ZP,?/Z?.
These values remained locked into the stellar populations for all times, and can
be compared with observations of MW Halo stars with very low metallicities. We
directly compare our simulation results with observations of the metallicity distri-
bution function of MW halo stars, and show that accounting for P? is essential for
making such comparisons reliably. In addition, knowledge of ZP,?/Z? allows us to
investigate the idea that stars formed in gas enriched only by Pop III stars are likely
to be carbon-enhanced and especially iron-poor (Umeda & Nomoto, 2003; Keller et
al., 2014; Hansen et al., 2016).
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The structure of this work is as follows. In §2 we describe our methods, including
both our implementation of the subgrid model of metal pollution and our ramses
modeling of the overall evolution of cosmological objects and the formation of star
particles within them. In §3 we describe our results, focusing on comparisons between
the properties of our final stellar distributions and observations of metal-poor stars
in the MW Halo. Conclusions are given in §4. Throughout this paper, we adopt the
following cosmological parameters: ΩM = 0.267, ΩΛ = 0.733, Ωb = 0.0449, h = 0.71,
σ8 = 0.801, and n = 0.96, where ΩM, ΩΛ, Ωb are the total matter, vacuum, and
baryonic densities, in units of the critical density, h is the Hubble constant in units
of 100 km/s, σ8 is the variance of linear fluctuations on the 8 h
−1 Mpc scale, and n
is the “tilt” of the primordial power spectrum (Larson et al., 2011).
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Primordial Metallicity and Pristine Gas Fraction
Our study makes use of ramses (Teyssier, 2002), a cosmological AMR code,
which uses an unsplit second-order Godunov scheme for evolving the Euler equa-
tions. ramses variables are cell centered and interpolated to the cell faces for flux
calculations, which are then used by a Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact Riemann solver
(van Leer, 1979; Einfeldt, 1988). Self-gravity is solved using the multigrid method
(Guillet & Teyssier, 2011) for all coarse levels in the simulation, and the conjugate
gradient method is used for levels ≥ 11. The code is capable of advecting any number
of scalar quantities, defined as mass fractions, in each simulation cell. For example,
the standard version of ramses evolves a mass fraction of metals for each cell, which
may have contributions from Pop III stars and second-generation stars, referred to as
total average metallicity Z. As a simulation evolves, ramses creates star particles
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in regions of overdense gas, each of which represents hundreds to thousands of solar
masses of individual stars. Like the gas, each such star particle is tagged with a Z?
value, representing the average metallicity of the medium from which it was born.
We use these capabilities to generate and track new metallicity-related quantities
for both the gas and star particles. For the gas, we introduce two new scalars:
the average primordial metallicity, ZP and the pristine gas mass fraction, P . The
primordial metallicity scalar, ZP, tracks the mass fraction of metals generated by
Pop III stars, which are likely to have nonsolar abundance ratios (Heger & Woosley,
2002; Umeda & Nomoto, 2003; Ishigaki et al., 2014). Our pristine gas fraction scalar
models the mass fraction of gas with Z < Zcrit which allows us to track the process
of metal mixing within each cell. While a cell may have a relatively high average
metallicity, Z, those metals are normally not well mixed throughout its volume at
the time of injection. By tracking P , we can quantify the amount of pristine gas in
such cells (P ≈ 1.0) even if their mean metallicities are large.
Since we are primarily interested in the characteristics of stellar populations, we
also track the pristine fraction and the primordial metallicity of each star particle (P?
and ZP,? respectively). These values are adopted for each star particle from the gas in
which it was formed. For example, a star particle born in a region of gas with P = 0.5
inherits P? = 0.5 and represents a stellar population containing 50% pristine (Pop III)
stars and 50% polluted stars, by mass. As P? is known for each star particle, when
a star enriches the surrounding medium through SNe, we can determine the fraction
of Pop III SN ejecta contributed, allowing us to track the primordial metallicity
contributed by these stars. As such we are able to track the pollution of surrounding
cells not only in terms of Z and P , but also in terms of the cells’ primordial metals,
ZP. As discussed in detail below, this allows us to connect assumptions about the
yields from Pop III stars with observations of carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP-
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no) stars (Beers & Christlieb, 2005; Hansen et al., 2016; Yoon et al., 2016), which
are defined as having [C/Fe] > +0.7 and [Ba/Fe] < 0.0 (Beers & Christlieb, 2005) .
While Cooke & Madau (2014) and Sluder et al. (2016) attribute the abundances in
CEMP stars to primordial, faint SNe and anisotropic ejecta, respectively, our method
depends only on mixing and the abundance patterns of Pop III SNe.
By knowing the average metallicity, Z, and the pristine gas fraction, P , we can
better model the metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas (or stars). Since Z repre-
sents the average metallicity of a parcel of gas and the polluted fraction, fpol ≡ 1−P ,
models the fraction of gas that is actually polluted with metals, we can use the value
of fpol to predict the enhanced metallicity (Z > Z) of the polluted fraction of gas in
each simulation cell. This allows us to more accurately model the metallicity of the
star particles created from this gas.
However, our new scalar only indicates that the pristine fraction of the cell contains
gas with Z < Zcrit. When considering primordial cells we know that the pristine gas
has Z ≈ 0 and hence the polluted fraction, fpol, accounts for all of the metals in the
cell. In this case we can use fpol to precisely determine the enhanced metallicity of
the polluted fraction of gas:
Z ≡ Z
fpol
, (2.2)
where Z is the enhanced metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas.
For instance, consider an initially primordial parcel of gas that is enriched, on
average, to Z = 10−1 Z with P = 0.9 =⇒ fpol = 0.1 by a nearby SN event.
The fraction of stars subsequently produced from such gas will, ignoring possible
differences in the star-forming efficiency between metal-free and polluted gas, be 90%
pristine and 10% polluted. However, the metallicity of the polluted stars will be 10×
greater than the average metallicity since all of the metals in the cell are currently
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concentrated in 10% of its volume. Thus, in this case, we can simply correct the
metallicity of star particles born in the gas by taking into account the polluted fraction
of gas as described by equation (2.2).
However, once mixing has reduced P < 1.0 with Z > Zcrit it becomes possible for
the average metallicity of a cell to fall to Z < Zcrit either via the advection of either
pristine material from neighboring cells or via the movement of material with a lower
average metallicity into the cell. Such cells’ pristine fractions evolve back toward
unity since mixing now dilutes areas with Z > Zcrit until the entire cell has P = 1.0
and Z = Z < Zcrit throughout the cell. Now subsequent injections of pollutants can
once again raise Z > Zcrit, but in this case not all of the metals are concentrated in
the incoming pollutants.
Our scalar P does not encode the metallicity of the pristine gas: the scalar only
captures the fraction of gas with Z < Zcrit and as such we do not know the fraction
of metals, captured in the scalar Z, that are distributed in the pristine fraction of
gas. However, we can bound this value since we know that the metallicity of the
polluted and pristine fractions of the gas must sum to the average metallicity of the
cell. Equation (2.3) solves for the metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas, Z, when
considering that the pristine fraction has an unknown metallicity ZP:
Z =Z(1− P ) + ZPP,
Z =
Z − ZPP
(1− P ) .
(2.3)
It can be seen that when ZP = 0 we recover Z = Z/fpol, the enhanced metallicity of a
polluted volume of gas within a primordial cell. This correction is the upper bound for
the metallicity of the polluted fraction. We can also establish a lower bound for the
polluted fraction’s metallicity correction by considering the definition of the pristine
fraction, namely, that ZP < Zcrit. Substituting for ZP this means that
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Z =
Z − ZcritP
(1− P ) , (2.4)
is a lower bound on the correction to the metallicity of the polluted fraction. Com-
paring the lower and upper bounds of the correction to the metallicity of the polluted
fraction, we see that the term ZcritP will have the largest effect when Z ≈ Zcrit and
P ≈ 1. This is depicted in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Curves depicting the lower and upper bounds for the corrected metallicity,
Z, of the polluted region of gas over a range of average cell metallicities, Z. The
corrected metallicity will fall on the solid red (or green) line when the pristine fraction
of gas has Z = 0. As the metallicity of the pristine fraction moves to Z → Zcrit
the corrected metallicity moves toward the dotted blue line. The largest difference
between the two corrections occurs at small polluted fractions, where pollutants are
concentrated in a small volume, at low Z.
The pristine gas fraction, P , is initialized to 1.0 for all cells in the simulation.
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Table 2.1: Notation
Symbol Definition
P , P? The mass fraction of gas (star particles) with Z < Zcrit.
fpol
The mass fraction of gas or star particles with Z ≥ Zcrit.
fpol ≡ 1− P .
ZP
The metallicity of the pristine fraction of gas or star particle;
while undetermined, it is bounded by 0 ≤ ZP ≤ Zcrit.
Z, ZP, Z?, ZP,?
The average metallicity (primordial metallicity) within an
unmixed volume of gas (or star particle).
Z, ZP Z?, ZP,?
The corrected and assumed homogeneous metallicity (pri-
mordial metallicity) of the polluted fraction of gas (or star
particle).
As the first stars are formed and go SNe, metal-rich ejecta, along with entrained gas
from the cell, is immediately carried into neighboring cells, where it increases the cell
density from ρcell to ρcell + ρejecta. This decreases the cell’s pristine gas fraction from
1.0 to P = ρcell/(ρcell + ρejecta) starting the decay of P . We note that this method
of computing the change to P assumes that the ejecta (with density ρejecta) is well
mixed. The subgrid mixing algorithm is then invoked for each cell at each time-step,
resulting in the decay of the pristine gas fraction (based on theoretical modeling of
the pristine fraction with physical parameters calibrated by numerical simulations, as
described below) for all cells where P < 1.0.
Finally, we note that star formation is likely to be more efficient in polluted gas,
due to more efficient cooling. However, given the uncertainties in the Pop III initial
mass function (IMF) we have elected to weigh star formation rates in pristine and
polluted gas only by the pristine gas fraction. For example, stars born in gas with
P = 0.9 give rise to star particles with P? = 0.9 meaning 90% of the mass of the star
particle represents Pop III stars. Below we include Table 2.1 clarifying the notation
used to describe the scalars we reference throughout this paper.
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2.2.2 Subgrid Model for the Pollution of Pristine Gas
Self-Convolution Model
The novelty of our approach is in how the pollution of pristine gas is modeled
on subgrid scales. Here we rely on the work described in PS13, which determined
that in fully developed turbulence, the pollution rate can be modeled by a relatively
simple self-convolution model. While SN forcing is intuitively compressive, P13 used
solenoidal forcing to drive turbulence. However, studies by Federrath et al. (2010) and
Padoan et al. (2016) demonstrate that SN driving forces are not purely compressive.
Indeed, the effective SN driving force may possibly be more solenoidal than compres-
sive with a compressive-to-solenoidal ratio below one, due to the non-sphericity of the
SN blast which tends to be clumpy in both velocity and density space. Additionally,
each ‘SN’ in our simulation represents the combined energy of several SN since each
star particle represents a Salpeter IMF with a total mass in the range 726−3628M.
These considerations conspire to make the ISM highly turbulent. While compres-
sive forcing is surely a part of SN-driven turbulence, results from simulations using
solenoidally driven turbulence are a reasonable approximation when determining the
mixing timescales for SN-driven turbulence.
There has been compelling evidence that in a turbulent medium, the dominant
scalar structures at small scales are two-dimensional sheets or edges (e.g. Pan &
Scannapieco, 2011), and the rate at which these sheets are produced is determined
mainly by the turbulent stretching rate at large length scales. With time, the sheets
become thinner, and once their thickness is sufficiently small for molecular diffusivity
to efficiently operate, neighboring sheets are homogenized, leading to a reduction in
the width of the local metallicity probability distribution function, Φ(Z; t).
The evolution of Φ(Z; t) within a turbulent region in this physical picture can be
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approximately described as
∂Φ(Z; t)
∂t
= s(t)
−Φ(Z; t) + 1∫
0
dZ1Φ(Z1; t)×
1∫
0
dZ2Φ(Z2; t)× δ
(
Z − Z1 + Z2
2
) ,
(2.5)
where s(t) is the turbulent stretching rate that controls the rate at which the probabil-
ity density function (PDF) convolution proceeds (Curl, 1963; Dopazo, 1979; Janicka
et al., 1979). Extending this model, Venaille & Sommeria (2007) developed a “con-
tinuous” version, which essentially assumes that the convolution occurs everywhere
in the flow at any given time, but in an infinitesimal time, ∆t, the number of con-
volutions is infinitesimal and equal to  = s(t)∆t. Duplat & Villermaux (2008) then
generalized this even further, including a parameter n such that a fraction n of the
flow experiences mixing events during a time interval, ∆t, and the number of convo-
lutions in this fraction of the flow is 1/n. In this model, n characterizes the degree
of spatial locality of the PDF convolution, with larger values of n corresponding to
more global convolutions. The models of Curl (1963) and Venaille & Sommeria (2007)
correspond to n = 1 and n→∞, respectively.
By integrating Φ(Z; t) from a finite but extremely small value up to the critical
metallicity, the Duplat & Villermaux (2008) model can be used to derive a very simple
equation for the evolution of the Z < Zcrit pristine fraction:
dP
dt
= − n
τcon
P (1− P 1/n). (2.6)
The n = 1 case of this equation was first given in Pan & Scalo (2007). This equation
traces the evolution of P as a function of n and a timescale τcon, and these parameters,
in turn, are functions of the turbulent Mach number, M , and the average metallicity
of the cell relative to the critical metallicity, Z/Zcrit (Pan et al., 2012, PS13).
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Note that equation (2.6) has the property that if P = 1 then P˙ = 0 ensuring that
pristine cells remain pristine. There are no metals in such a cell with which to pollute
it. As soon as the injection of polluted material causes P < 1.0 however, the polluted
fraction will then continue to decrease. Including the cell-to-cell advection handled
by ramses and the addition of enriched ejecta material to a cell, the full equation
for the evolution of P is
∂(ρP )
∂t
+∇ · (u ρP ) = − n
τcon
ρP (1− P 1/n)− ρ˙ejP, (2.7)
where ρ and u are the local density and velocity, and ρ˙ej is the rate that the density
of cell is increased by the addition of ejecta. The reader may notice that we have
omitted the diffusion term described by PS13 (equation (49) in that work). We have
not tried to characterize the numerical diffusion inherent in ramses and a proper
treatment would need to account for any difference between it and the diffusion term
in PS13 when computing cell-to-cell diffusion. We leave this for a future work.
Locality Parameter and Convolution Timescale
The evolution of P described in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) depends on a convolution
timescale, τcon and the parameter n, which quantifies the locality of mixing. Here
we are interested in the case in which the driving scale of the turbulence and the
length scale at which pollutants are added to the medium (referred to as Lf and Lp
in PS13) both occur on the grid scale ∆x. In this case, as shown in PS13, the locality
parameter as a function of Mach number is well fit by
n = 1 + 11 exp
(
−M
3.5
)
. (2.8)
This means that in subsonic turbulence, pollution is more of a global process, cor-
responding to n ≈ 12, and in highly supersonic turbulence pollution is more local,
corresponding to n ≈ 1, the n value in Curl’s original model.
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Also following PS13, we model the dynamical mixing time as
τcon =
∆x
vt

τ˜con1 if P ≥ 0.9
τ˜con2 if P < 0.9
, (2.9)
where vt is the turbulent velocity of the cell, and τ˜con1 and τ˜con2 account for the slightly
less efficient mixing that occurs at low pollution fractions (PS13). Unlike n, these
timescales depend not only on the Mach number but also on the ratio of the average
metallicity in the turbulent region to the critical metallicity. For example, if the mean
metallicity in the region is less than the critical metallicity, then the fraction of pristine
material cannot monotonically decrease since complete mixing with Z < Zcrit should
imply P = 1.0. On the other hand, as PS13 were concerned only with cases in which
the mean metallicity in the medium was much greater than the critical metallicity,
their fits to the convolution timescale show only a weak dependence on Z/Zcrit. Using
an extrapolation of the dependence Z/Zcrit given in PS13 for Z/Zcrit < 1.0 results in
P always decreasing – even when the average metallicity is subcritical.
Thus, we refit the dependence of τ˜con1, τ˜con2 on Z/Zcrit working with the results of
the PS13 data over a much larger range of values. Figure 2.2 depicts the normalized
convolution timescale as a function of Z for the range of turbulent flows studied
by PS13. For convenience we normalize to its value when Zcrit = 10
−7 Z as this
value was used in the fits presented in PS13. As expected, the mixing time increases
exponentially as Z approaches Zcrit. As the critical metallicity in the simulations in
PS13 was taken to be 10−7 of the mean metallicity, we define our fits in terms of the
ratio
x ≡ − log10
(
Z
107Zcrit
)[
log10
(
Z
Zcrit
)]−1
, (2.10)
which equals zero when Z/Zcrit = 10
7 and approaches infinity as Z/Zcrit drops to 1.
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Figure 2.2: Our analytic fits to the dynamical mixing times (triangles and stars) as
determined by PS13. Time scale τ˜con1 is used when P ≥ 0.9, τ˜con2 is used otherwise.
For this plot, the mixing time is normalized to the mixing time for region with Zcrit =
10−7 Z. Note that as Z → Zcrit the mixing time becomes exponentially longer, going
to infinity when Z < Zcrit.
We then obtained a simple fit to the PS13 simulation results as
τ˜con1 =
[
0.225− 0.055 exp
(
−M
3/2
4
)] √
x
5
+ 1,
τ˜con2 =
[
0.335− 0.095 exp
(
−M
2
4
)] √
x
3
+ 1,
(2.11)
if Z/Zcrit > 1 and τcon =∞ if Z/Zcrit ≤ 1. It is possible for a region with Z > Zcrit to
evolve back to Z ≤ Zcrit due to the advection of highly pristine material from nearby
cells. In this case we think of mixing as making the cell more pristine, rather than
less, and evolve the pristine gas fraction back toward 1 as an exponential function of
the cell’s turbulent velocity:
d
dt
(1− P ) = −(1− P ) vt
∆x
. (2.12)
We note that the pristine fraction does not always evolve toward 1 immediately
once Z < Zcrit. For example, if the polluted fraction in a cell is below Z/Zcrit, the
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average metallicity in the polluted region is still above Zcrit, and thus the pristine
fraction in the cell would still be decreasing as the polluted region mixes with more
ambient pristine gas. Roughly speaking, only after the polluted fraction in a cell
exceeds Z/Zcrit, does the pristine fraction start to evolve toward 1. However, ac-
counting for this complexity by checking whether the polluted fraction in a cell is
above or below Z/Zcrit does not cause a significant difference from the results using
equation (2.12) immediately (when the average metallicity in a cell drops below Zcrit).
We will therefore focus on results from equation (2.12).
All the fits above depend on the cells’ turbulent velocity, vt and its ratio to the local
sound speed, M = vt/cs. This velocity can be estimated in turn as vt = νt/∆x, where
νt is the turbulent kinematic eddy viscosity of the scale of the cell, or as vt =
√
2K
where K is the subgrid kinetic energy. Many possible models exist in the literature
for the estimate of vt (e.g. Yoshizawa, 1986; Moin et al., 1991; Erlebacher et al., 1992;
Vreman et al., 1997) or K (e.g. Schumann, 1975; Moeng, 1984; Ghosal et al., 1995;
Schmidt et al., 2006; Genin & Menon, 2010; Scannapieco & Bru¨ggen, 2010; Chai
& Mahesh, 2012). While a comparison between different approaches merits further
study, here we adopt the simplest approach, making use of the eddy viscosity model
of Smagorinsky (1963). A brief overview of the approach used to compute vt follows.
We first compute the numerical velocity gradients across each cell ∆ivj to deter-
mine the local rate-of-strain tensor
Sij ≡ 1
2
(∆ivj + ∆jvi), (2.13)
which captures the 3D velocity shear around each cell (Sur et al., 2014). Starting
with the energy in the Kolmogorov inertial spectrum (2/3k−5/3), and equating it to
the loss of kinetic energy in the flow, 2ν〈SijSij〉, we have the following:
2ν〈SijSij〉 = 22/3
∫ 1/∆x
0
k2 k−5/3dk ∝ 2/3∆x−4/3, (2.14)
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where we have summed the energy spectrum (in k-space) up to the size of the filter
scale to capture the sub-grid energy. Noting that  ∝ v3t /∆x, results in
vt ∝
√
ν |Sij| ∆x, (2.15)
demonstrating that the amplitude of velocity fluctuations on the filter scale is directly
related to the magnitude of the rate of strain, as adopted in our simulation and by
Smagorinsky: vt = |Sij| ∆x.
2.2.3 Molecular Cooling
Beyond the subgrid model for the pollution of pristine gas described above, we
have also modified ramses to include a simple molecular cooling model which is
important for low-temperature cooling in the pristine gas (Johnson & Bromm, 2006;
Prieto et al., 2008; Hirano & Yoshida, 2013). Our model is analytic and based on the
work of Martin et al. (1996), which provides a radiative cooling rate per H2 molecule,
Λr/nH2 , across a range of densities, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. We truncate ourH2 cooling
model above 50,000 K as the contribution of molecular cooling becomes negligible and
molecular hydrogen is highly dissociated above this temperature.
The cooling rate is computed for each simulation cell based on the cell’s den-
sity, temperature, and molecular fraction, fH2 . Our initial H2 fraction is primordial
(fH2 = 10
−6; Reed et al., 2005), we model the Lyman-Werner flux from our star
particles as ηLW = 10
4 photons per stellar baryon (Greif & Bromm, 2006) and we
assume optically thin gas throughout the simulation volume. We compute the num-
ber of stellar baryons, N∗,b, by totaling the mass in star particles, at each simulation
step, assuming a near-primordial composition (X=0.73, Y=0.25). This results in an
updated fH2 for each simulation step:
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fH2,new =
(fH2,old Ngas −NLW )
Ngas
, (2.16)
where
NLW = N∗,b ηLW . (2.17)
We note that the total stellar mass created at the onset of star formation generates
enough Lyman-Werner flux to permeate our simulation volume of 27 Mpc3 h−3 (John-
son et al., 2013; Bromm & Loeb, 2003), destroying all of the molecular hydrogen. We
do not model subsequent H2 formation since cooling becomes dominated by metal
lines shortly after the first star particles form and any subsequent molecular hydrogen
would be quickly destroyed by the Lyman-Werner flux. Hence, our molecular cooling
model is significant only for the very first generation of stars.
Metal-line cooling is computed as a function of gas metallicity and temperature
using Sutherland & Dopita (1993) for temperatures down to ≈ 104K below which
ramses makes use of Rosen & Bregman (1995). We fix the gas temperature floor
at 100 K for radiative cooling although adiabatic cooling below this limit is possible.
Lastly, our UV background is based on the work of Haardt & Madau (1996).
2.2.4 Star Formation and SN Generation
Following the cosmic evolution of pristine gas is sensitive to our implementation
of star formation and SN generation. ramses creates star particles in regions of gas
according to a Schmidt law (Schmidt, 1959), as
dρ?
dt
=
ρ
t?
θ(ρ− ρth), (2.18)
where the Heaviside step function θ(ρ − ρth) allows for star formation only when
the density exceeds a threshold value ρth. Here we have set ρth to be the maximum
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Figure 2.3: Cooling per H2 molecule. Data points are from Martin et al. (1996). The
curves are our analytic fits and are used in the code.
of 0.75mp cm
−3 and 150 times the mean density in the simulation, where the latter
criterion ensures that star particles are only formed in virialized halos and not in
high-density regions of the cosmological flow (Rasera & Teyssier, 2006; Dubois &
Teyssier, 2008). To generate an SFR in M yr−1 in good agreement with Madau &
Dickinson (2014) and Bouwens et al. (2012b), we have tuned the star formation time
scale t? = 0.316 Gyr, approximately 5 times the free fall time, tff ≡ (3pi/32Gρ)1/2 ,
for a gas with ρ = 0.75mp cm
−3. The mass of the newly created star particle is
m? = ρth∆x
3
minN , where ∆xmin is the best resolution cell size and N is drawn from a
Poisson distribution
P (N) =
N
N !
exp(−N), (2.19)
with
N =
ρ∆x3
ρth∆x3min
∆t
t?
. (2.20)
A further limitation on star particle formulation is that no more than 90% of the
cell’s gas mass can be converted into stars.
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As each star particle represents a mass range of stars, a fraction of the mass will
be returned to the grid in the form of SN. In our simulations, this recycling is assumed
to occur after the 10 Myr lifetimes for stars near the top of the IMF (e.g. Raskin et
al., 2008). In this case the impact of massive stars is determined by the fraction of
the star particle mass they eject, ηSN , and the kinetic energy per unit mass of this
ejecta, ESN . For simplicity, we take ηSN = 0.1 and ESN = 1 × 1051 ergs/10M, for
all stars formed throughout the simulation, regardless of their primordial fractions.
Note however that as the Pop III IMF is likely to have been biased to massive stars,
metal ejection from such stars may have been more efficient (e.g. Scannapieco et al.,
2003; Scannapieco, 2005), leading to differences in stellar enrichment which we plan
to explore in future work.
For each newly formed star particle, the ejected mass and energy are deposited
into all cells whose centers are within 150 pc and if the size of the cell contain-
ing the particle is greater than 150 pc, the energy and ejecta are deposed into
the adjacent cells (Dubois & Teyssier, 2008). Here the total mass of the ejecta is
that of the stellar material plus an amount of the gas within the cell hosting the
star particle (entrained gas) such that mej = msn + ment, with msn ≡ ηsnm? and
ment ≡ min(10msn, 0.25 ρcell ∆x3). Similarly, the mass in metals added to the simu-
lation is taken to be 15% of the SN ejecta plus the metals in the entrained material,
Zej mej = ment Z + 0.15msn, and the mass in primordial metals is taken to be
ZP,ej mej = ment ZP + 0.15msn P?. SN energy is the dominate driver of turbulence in
our simulation and we have chosen to partition it equally between kinetic and thermal
energy. Lastly, we note that we do not model black hole formation or feedback.
Since our SN feedback model deposits SN energy in the surrounding cells, it tends
to leave the central portion of the star-forming cloud, in the host cell, mostly intact.
Additionally, while radiative feedback, especially from massive stars, can be quite
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effective in evacuating gas and disrupting star formation in small halos (Wise et al.,
2012; Whalen et al., 2004), we have not modeled it in this simulation. Conversely,
however, the ionization and shock fronts created by radiative feedback may also trigger
star formation in clumps or pillars (Tremblin et al., 2012; Deharveng et al., 2010)
of very dense gas that are likely to form near the shock boundary. Given these
considerations we feel our approach is a reasonable starting point for modeling star
formation in turbulent flows. We leave the analysis of the impact of radiative feedback
and different SN energies for future study.
2.2.5 Simulation Setup
We evolved a cubic 3 Mpc h−1 comoving box from z = 499 to z = 5 starting
from initial conditions generated by the mpgrafic code (Prunet et al., 2008). The
initial gas metallicity was Z = ZP = 0, the initial H2 fraction was 10
−6, and we
define Zcrit = 10
−5Z. The base resolution was 5123 cells (lmin = 9) corresponding
to a grid resolution of 5.86 comoving kpc h−1, and a dark matter particle mass of
5.58 × 104 h−1 ΩdmM. We refined cells as they become 8× overdense, or when the
local Jeans length is less than four times the current cell size, ensuring we always
resolved the Jeans length with at least 4 simulation cells. We allowed for up 8 addi-
tional refinement levels (lmax = 17), using a courant factor of 0.8, resulting in a best
possible spatial resolution of 22 physical pc h−1. However, because these additional
levels maintain a maximum physical resolution rather than a comoving resolution,
the highest refinement level reached by z = 5 was level 14. Our settings resulted
in a range of star particle masses between 726M ≤ M ≤ 3628M. The nonlinear
length scale at the end of the simulation was 0.15 h−1 comoving Mpc, corresponding
to a mass of 1.5× 109M. Finally, we tuned the code reionization parameters to en-
sure that the reionization redshift agrees with recent results (specifically, zreion ≈ 8.8;
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Figure 2.4: Star formation rate (SFR) density for our simulation. For this plot, the
“classical Pop III” rate includes only those stars formed in cells in which Z < Zcrit.
The Pop III curve also includes metal-free stars found in star particles with Z > Zcrit:
the star particle mass fraction P? ×m?. Note that the overall Pop III SFR density
is 2− 3× higher than the classical rate, indicating that roughly 2/3 of Pop III stars
form in partially polluted regions with a mean metallicity Z > Zcrit. We include the
observational SFR density by Madau & Dickinson (2014) (compiled from Bouwens et
al. (2012a,b)) and the SFRD obtained by integrating the galaxy luminosity function
by Finkelstein (2016). The grey region indicates redshifts post-reionization.
Planck Collaboration et al., 2016).
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Evolution of the Overall Star Formation Rate
Our simulation generated a total of 345 halos (at z=5) with a mass range of 79,000
to 372,468,025 M. The largest halo was composed of 513,749 star particles, while
the smallest considered had 109. Halos needed to consist of at least 100 star particles
before we counted them in this total. Our star formation over-density threshold
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(150× overdense), ensured that star formation only occurred in and around collapsed
objects. The mean matter density of our simulation in terms of the average matter
density of the universe was 〈ρsim〉/(ρcritΩM) = 1.001 indicating our volume represents
a typical region of the universe.
Figure 2.4 shows the evolution of the star formation rate (SFR) density in our
simulation, along with observational results compiled by Madau & Dickinson (2014)
from Bouwens et al. (2012a,b). The onset of star formation occurs at z ≈ 18, which
quickly dissociates the small initial level of H2 in the box, raising the minimum
virial temperature of halos in which stars can form efficiently to ≈ 104K. This is
above the nonlinear scale for redshifts above z ≈ 6, and so the SFR density increases
roughly exponentially with decreasing redshift throughout the simulation, with some
flattening below the redshift of reionization (Scannapieco, 2005). This overall rate is
also in good agreement with z ≤ 7 observations, and while our results are somewhat
higher than observations at z = 8, this is to be expected as galaxy surveys are
magnitude limited, while our simulations also include star formation down to very
small mass limits.
For comparison, our high-redshift SFR density is much lower than the one obtained
from the Renaissance zoom Simulation of a ’normal’ region of the universe (Xu et al.,
2016). However, their simulation retains a maximum resolution of 19 comoving pc
and ours maintains a maximum resolution of 23 physical pc. At their final simulation
redshift of z ≈ 12.5, this corresponds to a physical resolution of ≈ 1.5 pc vs our ≈ 23
pc, allowing them to trace star formation in much smaller objects than we track and
discuss here.
While the very first stars in our simulation are purely metal-free (Pop III), they
quickly generate SNe, and the resulting pollution of the pristine gas gives rise to
subsequent stellar populations with varying levels of metals. As our subgrid models
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allows us to track the pristine gas fraction for every particle, we can calculate not only
the “classically determined” Pop III star formation rate in Z < Zcrit regions but also
the formation of stars in unmixed regions with Z > Zcrit as P?×m?. In the classically
determined case, our results are in good agreement with the simulations of Pallottini
et al. (2014) (see also Tornatore et al., 2007) over the range 5 ≤ z ≤ 8, while at higher
redshifts our rate is somewhat higher, most likely due to our higher base resolution
(5.86 versus 19.53 comoving kpc h−1). This extended evolution is indicative of a
large-scale spatially-inhomogeneous Pop III/Pop II transition as progressively lower-
sigma peaks collapse and form stars in regions far away from sites of previous metal
enrichment (Scannapieco et al., 2003).
On the other hand, including metal-free star formation in unmixed regions with
Z > Zcrit leads to an increase in the Pop III rate by a factor of 2-3 over the full range
from 5 ≤ z ≤ 16. This indicates that small-scale mixing is at least as important as
large-scale inhomogeneities in determining the history of metal-free star formation.
Or, in other words, at least as many Pop III stars are formed within metal-enriched
protogalaxies as are formed in purely metal-free objects.
As noted earlier, our SFR density is dependent on the stellar and SN feedback
prescriptions we have adopted, which are the standard ones in ramses. In particular,
we have not modeled radiative feedback from these first, massive stars. As discussed
in Whalen et al. (2004), such feedback is likely quite effective in dispersing the orig-
inal star-forming cloud. We leave the modeling of radiative feedback – as well as
progenitor-dependent SN energy – to a follow-up work.
2.3.2 The Gas
To better understand this small-scale pollution of metals, we examine two repre-
sentative star-forming regions in detail. In Figure 2.5, we show the characteristics
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Figure 2.5: Plots of the gas in a representative star-forming region at z = 16.0. Panel
(a) depicts gas density, (b) sound speed, (c) turbulent velocity (colors) and velocity
in the x − y plane (vector lengths on a linear scale up to ≈ 300km/s), (d) pristine
gas fraction, (e) average metallicity and (f) average primordial metallicity. Note that
the Z and ZP plots are essentially identical indicating that most metals are from Pop
III stars. Also, while the average metallicity of much of the gas is non-zero, a high
percentage has P & 10−1, even near the center of the halo. All plots indicate physical
scale and correspond to 20 kpch−1, comoving. All plots are thin slices in the z-plane
of the simulation box.
of the gas at z = 16, in one of the earliest star-forming regions in our simulation.
In the center of panel (a) in this figure, we see the overdense region of gas in which
star formation and a burst of SNe have recently occurred. In fact, this is the first
occurrence of SNe in this halo. We again point out that each SN in our simulation
represents the combined action of ≈ 4− 20 SNe, due to our star particle mass range.
Panels (b) and (c) depict the impact of the SN burst in terms of the sound speed
of the gas (which is 0.15 km/s (T/K)1/2 ) and the turbulent velocity. Here we see
how SNe heat the surrounding gas to sound speeds of & 200 km/s, corresponding
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to 106 − 107K. These temperatures, while high, are much lower than the initial tem-
peratures at the time at which the SNe occurred in the simulation, because the gas
is strongly cooled by adiabatic expansion as the high-pressure regions expand into
the intergalactic medium. Thus the radial velocities in figure (c) (vector overlay) are
over 300 km/s, resulting in shear strong enough to generate turbulent velocities up to
≈ 500 km/s. This typically leads to supersonic subgrid turbulent mixing as discussed
in Section 2.2.2. The value of the pristine fraction shortly after a burst of SN occurs
is set by the mass-density of ejecta relative to the newly polluted cells’ mass densities
– as described in Section 2.2.1. Further, while we have demonstrated that the ISM is
likely highly turbulent for reasons previously described, we note that in the case of
a compressive shock, the subgrid mixing time is proportional to the sound crossing
time in the cell: ∆x/cs. This is just another way of saying that the mixing time
is proportional to the time it takes the shocked gas, along with the pollutants, to
cross the cell. As can be seen in Figure 2.5, in a mostly radially expanding shock,
apparently dominated by compressive modes, our formulation appropriately models
the mixing time, τ ∝ v−1t since in the radial case vt ∝ vr where vr is the radial velocity
of the shocked gas. This situation only arises in areas of pristine, low density gas that
has not been previously stirred by SN or other dynamical effects (e.g. - gravitational
shear). However, we say apparently here since even a single SN shock expanding
into a uniform medium is likely far from purely compressive owing to instabilities in
the blast that start within the SN. Such instabilities generate vorticity resulting in
clumpy, turbulent ejecta (Padoan et al., 2007).
In the lower panels of this figure, we see two regions of gas with Z ≈ 10−1 Z (red
areas in panel (e)). These areas also have the highest polluted fractions (P . 1%,
or fpol & 0.99) as depicted in panel (d). These areas are found close to the sites
of the SNe, in low density gas, and thus they have been turbulently stirred for the
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Figure 2.6: Plots for z = 8.0 as in Fig. 2.5, whereas the vectors in panel (c) correspond
to a linear scale up to 500 km/s. Comparing the ZP and Z plots, ZP is ≈ 1 dex
down over most regions indicating pollution by a second-generation of stars. All
plots indicate physical scale at the redshift indicated and correspond to 100 kpc h−1,
comoving. The region of star formation called out in the density plot is used in
Fig. 2.9.
longest times. In addition, the turbulent velocity and sound speed are comparable
in these regions– implying subsonic turbulent mixing, which operates more efficiently
than supersonic mixing as discussed above. We also see a very small region of highly
pristine gas in the area of high-density gas near the center of the halo. This pocket of
gas, with Z ≈ 10−3, if it were to collapse, is capable of producing star particles with
a very high pristine fraction.
Moving farther out from the center, we see that the average metallicity of the gas
falls off relatively slowly, indicating that polluted material has been carried most of
the way across this region. However, the radial increase in the pristine fraction is
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much steeper, moving to & 10% in Z . 10−2.5Z areas and increasing to ≈ 100% in
areas where Z . 10−4Z. This unmixed gas occurs in the regions in which the tur-
bulent velocity drops sharply, illustrating the correlation between turbulent mixing,
the kinetic energy, and the sound speed in the gas. Finally, we note that the vast
majority of metals are from primordial stars, indicated by the near identical plots for
ZP and Z.
Figure 2.6 depicts the gas in a 100 kpch−1 comoving star-forming region at z = 8.
Unlike in the early halo case shown in Figure 2.5, most of the gas in this case is
thoroughly mixed. The metallicity plot shows that the gas has been enriched to at
least Z ≥ 10−3 Z throughout most of this slice. Looking at the sound speed and
turbulent velocity plots we note that, in general, there are few regions where vt  cs,
indicating that SN energy has mostly been disbursed: another indication that there
has been sufficient time for mixing to occur. On the other hand, there remain pockets
of gas around the edge of this slice in which the overall metallicity is relatively high,
Z & 10−3Z, but where P & 10−2. These regions of incomplete mixing correlated
with regions of lower density. By comparing Z to ZP , we note that, roughly, only
10% of the metals in this region are primordial indicating thorough pollution by a
second-generation of SN. Interestingly however, there is one region just below the
central star-forming region with Z ≈ 10−3Z with densities of 10−1mp cm−3 < ρ ≤
10−2.5mp cm−3 where we find Z ≈ ZP , indicating that most of the metals here are
likely from first generation ejecta. Should subsequent star formation occur in this
moderately dense region we would expect a population of stars with a high fraction
of primordial metals. Even in this seemingly well polluted region our two new scalars
have allowed us to paint a more nuanced picture of metal-enrichment of the gas, that
will lead to important observable differences for the resulting stellar populations.
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2.3.3 Stellar Populations
Figure 2.7 shows several properties of stars formed in a representative minihalo
at z = 16. Note that the metallicities in this figure are corrected to correspond to
the metallicities of the subset of enriched stars within the star particle, Z? = Z?f
−1
pol ,
as described in §2. Here we have used the upper bound for the correction to the
metallicity since we are at high redshift and the gas in and around the halos is in the
process of being enriched by a group of SN. As the star particles in the uppermost
left panel of subplot (a) in this figure have Z? ≤ Zcrit, even after correcting for fpol,
they represent stellar mass composed of pristine material, labeled as ‘classical’ Pop III
stars in Figure 2.4. Such particles make up about 17% of the stellar mass of this early
halo, as compared to the majority of the star particles which fall into the metallicity
bin 10−3Z < Z? ≤ 10−1Z. Interestingly, correcting for the polluted fraction of gas
results in no stars in the metallicity bin 10−5Z < Z? ≤ 10−3Z. This indicates that
the polluted fraction of the cell must have been relatively small when ejecta in this
range polluted star-forming cells, resulting in enhanced metallicities (Z? > 10
−3 Z)
due to the concentration of the metals. This can be easily seen in the top panels
of Figure 2.8. Examining the pristine and polluted fraction plots, its apparent that
many of the higher Z? star particles reach these high corrected metallicities only
because they not only have pristine fractions, P? greater than 10%, but polluted
fractions fpol = 1− P? less than 10%, implying P? > 0.9; meaning that the majority
of the gas from which they were formed was unmixed. In fact if we include the
pristine fractions of all star particles, the Pop III fraction for this halo grows to
57%, an increase of a factor of nearly 3.4. However, we note several star particles in
panel (a), 10−3Z < Z? ≤ 10−1Z, to the lower-right of the central concentration of
particles, that do not appear in the pristine fraction plot for P? > 10
−1. These star
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particles formed at a later time in gas that was more thoroughly mixed and represent
a relatively small population of almost all Pop II stars with 10−5 < P? ≤ 10−3.
Additionally, by comparing the spatial distribution of stars as a function of metallicity,
Z?, to the distribution of stars as a function of primordial metallicity, ZP,?, we can
see that almost all of the metals in the enriched stars within this halo are produced
by Pop III stars.
These conclusions are supported by Figure 2.8, which shows the total, Pop III,
and primordial stellar masses (fpol×M?× ZP?Z? ) binned according to the star particles’
corrected metallicity (right side). For comparison, we also include an uncorrected
metallicity histogram to show the effects of the fpol correction to Z?. While there
are a fair number of star particles with average metallicities in the range 10−5Z <
Z? . 10−2.6Z, the lowest nonzero corrected metallicities are ≈ 10−3.1Z. In fact,
after correcting for the polluted fraction, these extremely low average metallicity star
particles are amongst the star particles with the highest corrected metallicities, such
that star particles with Z? & 10−1.6Z are over 99.6% pristine. These are the star
particles that form at the edges of the extent of enriched material, still within the
central star-forming region, in which the average gas metallicity is low but very little
mixing has occurred, such that the metals are concentrated into just a few stars.
As mentioned above, we have not modeled radiative feedback in our simulation
and our example halo at z=16 formed classical Pop III stars in two successive yet
closely spaced (∆t < 7 Myr) waves. Even though radiative feedback from these stars
would likely lower densities and suppress further central star formation (Wise et al.,
2012), it is also possible for feedback to trigger nearby collapse in dense clumps in
the pristine gas. Our simulation indicates subsequent significant star formation in
this halo takes place on a time scale of < 20 Myr, such that star particles still have
relatively high pristine fraction, P > 0.1. While we feel these results are representative
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Figure 2.7: Properties of the stars formed in a halo at z = 16. Each group of 4
plots depicts star particle locations in physical kpc, 2.5 kpc h−1 comoving. Dot size
indicates star particle mass in M. Panels (a) & (b) depict corrected metallicity &
primordial metallicity binned in 4 metallicity subranges. These are nearly identical,
indicating that almost all (99%) of the metals in this halo are primordial (from Pop III
SN). Panels (c) & (d) depict star particle pristine fraction and the polluted fraction
binned in 4 subranges. While many of these star particles have metallicities in the
range 10−3Z ≤ Z? < 10−1Z, a significant fraction of the stars they represent are
Population III (panel (c), 10−1 ≤ P?).
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Figure 2.8: Histograms depicting star particle pristine and primordial mass binned
in the particles’ associated average (left) or corrected (right) metallicity for a star-
forming region at z = 16 using 50 logarithmic metallicity bins from 10−5 Z to solar.
We have binned all classical Pop III stars (Z? or Z? < Zcrit) just below the bin at
Zcrit = 10
−5Z. The histograms’ right axes depict the particles’ pristine fraction
in each metallicity bin. The Pop III mass in each metallicity bin corresponds to
P? ×M? (red) and the primordial metal (PM) mass is fpol ×M? × ZP?/Z? (green).
Comparing the two panels, we see that the relatively small fpol of gas in this halo
significantly enhances the metallicity of the star particles with Z? . 10−2.5Z. In
fact, 99.6% of star particle mass with Z? & 10−1.6Z (right panel) represents Pop III
stars. Overall, 98.6% of stellar metals are primordial and these polluted stars have
metallicities 10−2.8Z < Z? < 10−1.6Z.
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Figure 2.9: Halo at z = 8. Panels as in Fig. 2.7. For this halo we note the PM is down
≈ 1 dex from the overall metallicity of the stars in the range 10−3Z ≤ Z? < 10−1Z
(panels (a) and (b)). However, there is still a relatively large fraction of pristine stars
in this halo as discussed in the text. The comoving scale is 9.5 kpc h−1 with the axis
labeled in physical kpc.
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it will be interesting to model radiative feedback and quantify the differences.
Moving to 10−2.8Z < Z? . 10−1.6Z star particles formed in more vigorously
stirred material, we find that 38% of this material is composed of Pop III stars.
In fact, only when one also includes star particles with average metallicities up to
10−1.6Z does one arrive at a 57% mass fraction of Pop III stars in this object.
Finally, from the primordial stellar mass histograms we can see that the majority of
enriched stars are found in 10−2.5Z < Z? . 10−1.5Z particles, and that in these
particles, essentially all the metals are generated by Pop III stars.
In Figure 2.9, we turn our attention to the properties of the stars formed in a
halo at z = 8. Unlike Figure 2.7, which shows a different z = 16 region than shown
in the gas plots in Fig. 2.5, Fig. 2.9 shows the stellar distribution in the same region
at the center of the z = 8 region depicted in Figure 2.6. This halo is older than
the z = 16 halo and has formed stars over a longer period, resulting in more metals
and significantly more mixing. However, while the more extended history shifts the
average metallicity to somewhat higher values than in the z = 16 case, they still
share many features. In both halos, the largest collection of star particles occurs
in the 10−3Z < Z? ≤ 10−1Z range, in both halos there are large number of star
particles with fpol < 0.1, and in both halos a significant number of Pop III stars are
formed.
On the other hand, unlike the higher redshift case, second-generation metals are
present in the z = 8 halo, as can be seen by comparing the total metallicity in subplot
(a) to the primordial metallicity in subplot (b). This shows that the primordial metals
are down by a factor of ≈ 3 from the Z? levels. And while there is a large fraction of
star particles with P? > 0.1, there is also now a comparable fraction with P? ≤ 10−5
indicating a large fraction of star particles fully polluted with metals.
Figure 2.10 depicts the metallicity distribution for the star particles in this mini-
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Figure 2.10: Metallicity histogram for the halo at z = 8 binned as in Fig. 2.8 with
pristine fraction on the right axis. We note three distinct stellar populations: one
with 10−2.6 < Z? ≤ 10−1.8 consisting mostly of older stars with a high fraction (67%)
of primordial metals. Another population of stars between 10−1.8 < Z? . 10−1.1 has
a much lower fraction of PM , 13%, and composed mostly (95%) of Pop II stars.
Finally, 99.5% of the stellar mass with Z? ≥ 10−1.1 represent Pop III stars.
halo. As visible in the scatter plots, a much larger fraction of stars in the range
10−1.8Z < Z? . 10−1.1Z are polluted (95%) and the fraction of primordial metals,
0.13, is much lower than in the earlier halo. However, looking at stars in the range
10−2.7Z < Z? ≤ 10−1.8Z we again see a population of Pop II stars with a high
fraction of primordial metals. These most likely represent an older population that
was mostly polluted with Pop III material, which are likely good CEMP-no candi-
dates. We also note another large Pop III group of stars born in largely unmixed
gas with Z ≥ 10−1.1Z. In fact, 99% of the stars in these star particles are pristine.
For comparison, Table 2.2 captures some of the relevant characteristics of the two
halos we have been discussing. Here, angle brackets around the metallicity indicates
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Figure 2.11: Evolution of the joint mass-weighted PDFs for our star particles. Units
are M/M normalized to the (logarithmic) bin size and comoving volume of the
simulation, all metal-free star particles are represented at [-5,0]. There is a clear
trend toward smaller primordial fractions, ZP,?/Z? < 1, in higher metallicity stars,
Z? ≥ 10−3 Z. However purely primordial star particles ZP,? = Z? are found over a
range of metallicities (10−3Z . Z? . 10−0.5Z). For comparison, we also include a
PDF for the uncorrected metallicities (lower left panel), which is dramatically different
at low metallicities.
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Table 2.2: Halo characteristics
Redshift Total
[M/M]
Pop III
[M/M]
Classic Pop III
Pop III
〈Z?〉a
[Z]
〈ZP,?/Z?〉b
16 5.35× 105 3.04× 105 0.300 3.07× 10−3 0.988
8 1.45× 106 6.19× 105 0.714 1.53× 10−2 0.322
a Mass-weighted average metallicity for all stars in the halo.
b Mass-weighted average primordial metal fraction for polluted stars in the halo
a mass-weighted average taken over all stars in the halo.
Finally, we examine the evolution of the metallicity of our star particles in ag-
gregate. Figure 2.11 depicts the evolution of the mass-weighted probability density
function (PDF) for our star particles, with the primordial metal fraction, ZP,?/Z?
plotted against the corrected metallicity, Z?. As expected, as metallicity increases
the fraction of primordial metals decreases (at every epoch) giving the plots their
characteristic negative slope. By redshift 5, the majority of the stars have metallic-
ities in the range 10−1.8Z < Z? < 10−0.5Z. As we move to extremely metal poor
populations, Z? < 10
−3, the negative slope of our PDF indicates that the fraction of
primordial metals increases as overall metallicity decreases such that the most stars
have ZP/Z? > 10
−1. These Population II stars are likely CEMP-no candidates. Fur-
thermore the distribution of stars with Z? < 10
−1.5 Z, remains roughly constant
below z = 6 indicating that most of the low-metallicity stars, including those with a
high fraction of primordial metals, have been formed before this epoch.
As in previous diagrams, we have used the upper bound for the corrected metallic-
ity to make these plots. For comparison, the lower left plot, annotated ‘Uncorrected’,
shows the effects of not making the polluted fraction correction to the metallicity at
z = 5. The fpol correction is greatest for star particles with Z? . 10−3.5 since these
were contaminated by material with both a low average metallicity and a small fpol.
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Without this correction we would predict a larger number of stars with metallicities
near Zcrit, while the corrected results show very few stars enhanced to values below
10−4Z. The correction also shifts the population of purely primordial star particles,
ZP/Z? = 1 at z = 5, away from very low metallicities, concentrating them in the
range 10−3Z < Z? < 10−1Z. While stars in this metallicity range are not ex-
tremely metal poor, they do possess a large fraction of primordial metals and may
represent an important iron-poor stellar population.
For comparison, we include PDF plots for the lower bound on the correction to
Z?. As can be seen in Figure 2.12, if we assume that the maximum amount of metals
in these star particles is distributed in the Pop III stars, at a level Z? . Zcrit, we
reduce the enhancement of the lowest metallicity stars. This is clearly depicted in
lower-left panel where we have differenced the masses in the metallicity bins between
the upper and lower bounds for star particles at z = 5.0.
2.3.4 Chemical Evolution
The two types of metallicity associated with our star particles, Z? and ZP,?, provide
us with the information needed to more accurately model their chemical make-up,
and compare them with observations. Motivated by the lack of Z ≤ 10−1.5Z Pop
II star formation below z = 6, we assume that at 10−1.5 Z the final distribution of
enriched stars in our simulation can be compared with the distribution of metal-poor
halo stars, and we model the abundances of our stars as the convolution of the ejecta
of a single type of Pop III SN (for ZP,?) and a single-set of abundances representative
of second-generation metals (for Z?) at z = 5. While a more heterogeneous model for
Pop III SN ejecta would be more physical (Heger & Woosley, 2002; Ishigaki et al.,
2014), it would also introduce additional parameters into the problem, and thus we
focus in this first paper on a single representative model for this study. Specifically,
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Figure 2.12: Joint mass-weighted PDFs for our star particles using the lower bound
on the metallicity correction to correct star particle metallicity. Units are as in the
previous figure. Here we note more mass in the very low (Z? . 10−4Z) bins since
the lower bound correction assumes that the maximal amount of metals are tied up
in Pop III stars (Z? ≈ Zcrit). The lower-left panel depicts the difference between the
upper-bound and lower-bound metallicities for all z = 5 star particles.
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Figure 2.13: Joint PDFs depicting the mass-weighted probabilities for the chemical
abundances of [C/H], [O/H] and [Mg/Ca] as a function of [Fe/H] for stars in our sim-
ulation. The histogram (bottom left) bins our stars’ [Fe/H] abundance and captures
our MDF. The histogram is overlaid with observational MDFs for a population of
metal poor stars selected from Yoon et al. (2016) (lower MDF) and An et al. (2013)
(upper MDF). Our PDFs correlate well with the observations of CEMP-no stars from
Keller et al. (2014) (red stars). Note that our MDF histogram includes all stars in our
simulation, while the observational data focus on metal poor and CEMP(-no) stars.
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Table 2.3: Mass fractions of metals
Element X/Z 1 Gy X/ZP 60 M Pop III SNe
C 1.68 ×10−1 7.11 ×10−1
O 5.29 ×10−1 2.73 ×10−1
Mg 2.49 ×10−2 9.56 ×10−4
Ca 3.00 ×10−3 1.43 ×10−7
Fe 5.39 ×10−2 2.64 ×10−12
The mass fractions of metals for selected elements used to
model the normal and primordial metallicity of star parti-
cles in our simulation. Data for gas typical of 1Gyr post
BB provided by Timmes (2016). Data for 60M Pop III
SN provided by Heger (2016).
we model the metallicity produced by primordial stars as the yield from 60M Pop
III SN (Heger, 2016). This very iron poor and carbon enhanced ejecta is a best-fit for
the CEMP-no star SMSS J031300.36-670839.3 studied by Keller et al. (2014) and is
representative of core-collapse SN yields in the 25M ≤M? ≤ 140M range in which
metal yields are believed to be carbon-enhanced and iron poor (Heger & Woosley,
2002). The composition typical of z = 5 was determined by a chemical evolution
model run to that epoch by Timmes (2016). We capture the characteristics of these
two types of material in Table 2.3.
Using the 60M Pop III SN yields, we model [C/H], [O/H] and [Mg/Ca] to [Fe/H]
ratios for stars in our simulation as
Zi? = (Z? − ZP,?) X iT + ZP,?X i60SN (2.21)
Here, Zi? denotes the star particle’s final mass fraction (not solar units) of i ∈ [C,
O, Mg, Ca, Fe] and where the subscripts T and 60 SN denote the mass fractions of
these elements in Timmes (2016) model and Heger (2016), respectively. The results
are displayed in Figure 2.13 in which we present mass-weighted, joint PDFs for all of
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the stars in our simulation. The probabilities have been determined using each star
particle’s corrected metallicity and primordial metallicity as described above. Once
again we have used the upper bound for the correction to star particle metallicity.
Using the lower bound does not change the probability distribution and hence does
not make a difference in this analysis. The PDFs have also been normalized by the
logarithmic bin size and the comoving simulation volume. As the Timmes (2016) iron
yields are [Fe/H] ≈ −0.5, and very few Z < 10−1.5Z Pop II stars are formed below
z = 6, as shown in Figure 2.11, we focus on the [Fe/H] range below -2, for which the
z = 5 results can be related to stars observed today. In this range, for comparison,
we have over-plotted the CEMP stars from Keller et al. (2014), with uncertainties,
where known.
Without any fine tuning, our model results in reasonable agreement between the
simulation’s results and the observed characteristics of metal-poor stars, albeit using
a single progenitor yield model. Note that this is not guaranteed by our choice of
Pop III yields, which were selected by Keller et al. (2014) to reproduce the properties
of a single extremely metal-poor star, but are now being convolved with a wide
range of Z? and ZP,? values. Nevertheless, our model captures many of the features
observed in the data. While [Fe/H] can reach extremely low values due the lack of
iron in our PopIII yields, [C/H] and [O/H] are always greater than -4 and almost
always greater than -3. Note that the lack of such extremely carbon and oxygen
poor stars would not be reproduced in models that did not apply corrections to
boost the observed metallicities of low Z? star particles with small polluted fractions.
Furthermore, our simulations reproduce many other features suggested by the data
including the enhanced probability of finding CEMP stars with [C/H] ≈ −1.5 or with
[C/Fe] ≈ 0.5, the enhanced probability of finding low-[Fe/H] stars with [O/H] ≈ −2,
and the preponderance of low-[Fe/H] stars with [Mg/Ca] ≈ 0.
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The histogram at the lower left of this figure depicts the mass-weighted metallicity
density function (MDF) for our model overlaid with MDFs derived from MW halo
populations (Yoon et al., 2016; An et al., 2013). To account for the fact that these
have been derived from surveys targeted to find stars in a specific metallicity range,
each of the observational MDFs has been normalized to the simulation’s average MDF
value over their respective intervals. Additionally, we have included 1 sigma Poisson
noise based on the original data for each set of observations.
Given the very low number of stars observed below [Fe/H] = -4.5 and since these
MDFs were derived from local observational data over specific, and limited, metallicity
ranges we do not expect a tight correlation with our global MDF at z = 5. Specifically,
the MDF for −4.3 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −2.8 exhibits selection effects based on the authors’
focus on CEMP-no (Yoon et al., 2016) stars, not all metal poor stars and consists
of high-resolution observations selected from medium resolution spectra likely to be
extremely metal poor. On the other hand, the (An et al., 2013) higher metallicity
MDF, [Fe/H] > -3.8, is focused on medium-resolution spectroscopy that makes it
hard to identify stars at the low end of the metallicity range, so we have chosen to
use [Fe/H] ≥ −2.8 for this data.
2.4 Conclusions
Despite many recent advances in observations of MW halo stars with low metal-
licities, not a single star has yet been observed that does not contain some metals,
pointing to the strong likelihood of a top-heavy Pop III IMF. Without direct obser-
vations to constrain the nature of such stars, it falls to theory to help us understand
their properties and formation history. Yet modeling this evolution involves not only
carrying out large-scale cosmological simulations but also simultaneously tracking the
enrichment of material on the much smaller scales in which stars form.
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Put simply, the overriding factor that determines the transition from Pop III to
Pop II star formation is the metallicity of the gas. While the critical metallicity for
this transition is poorly constrained (Schneider et al., 2003; Bromm & Loeb, 2003;
Omukai et al., 2005) it is expected to be Zcrit ≈ 10−5 Z, a level that is not reached
until the ejecta from a single SNe are diluted into≈ 10 million solar masses of material.
This means that a key process affecting the formation of Pop II stars is the turbulent
mixing of metals into pristine gas. On the other hand, when modeling a statistically
significant number of early galaxies, it is too computationally expensive to model the
composition of the gas down to star-forming scales. Thus, most works simply assume
that metals injected into simulation cells instantaneously change the metallicity of
the effected resolution elements, with subsequent star formation making use of these
values. Others have used a high-resolution approach to study turbulent mixing within
a single galaxy (Greif et al., 2010).
In this work we have developed a new approach that allows us to track, statisti-
cally, the effects of subgrid turbulent mixing via a new scalar: the fraction of pristine
gas, P , in each cell. We have used a self-convolution model to estimate the rate at
which turbulence mixes pollutants thoroughly throughout a given volume of gas (PS
13), which is based only on two physical parameters: the average metallicity, Z, of the
pollutants/ejecta and the turbulent Mach number. We have discovered that thorough
mixing can take several eddy turnover times, demonstrating that modeling turbulent
mixing is at least as important as modeling large-scale inhomogeneities when deter-
mining the Pop III star formation rate density. In fact, we find an increase of 2− 3×
the Pop III SFR density as compared to similar cosmological simulations that do not
account for subgrid mixing (Pallottini et al., 2014; Tornatore et al., 2007). A natural
follow-up to this work will be a parameter study in which we vary our stellar feedback
prescriptions to quantify the effect on the SFR density.
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As a result of modeling the pristine fraction of gas, we also improve our modeling
of the metallicity of the polluted fraction, fpol, of gas and stars. Since the polluted gas
fraction represents the vast majority of the metals in the cell that will eventually be
mixed throughout its volume, we know that the metallicity of the fraction of polluted
gas in the cell is Z = Z/fpol. By examining two representative halos, we find a
significant difference between Z? and Z? for stars with Z? < 10
−3Z, many of which
have fpol < 10
−3. Assuming that Pop III/Pop II star formation in such incompletely
mixed gas proceeds according to the fraction of polluted to pristine gas, we find that
the effects of incomplete mixing are extremely important and help us to depict a more
physical picture of metallicity evolution of early stars.
Given that the ejecta from the massive first stars is likely to be very different
from that of subsequent stellar generations (Heger & Woosley, 2002), we have also
developed a straightforward method to track the metals generated by Pop III stars.
Our primordial metallicity scalar, ZP allows us to follow this material, and model
the final metal content of stars as a convolution of two different types of material
resulting in star particles with both ZP,? and Z?. This alleviates the need to model
more detailed, and costly, chemical synthesis networks, and it allows us to quickly
explore some of the parameter space suggested by others (Ishigaki et al., 2014; Umeda
& Nomoto, 2003), possibly ruling out certain SN progenitor ranges or yield models.
In this work, we have modeled primordial metals as the result of 60M Pop III SN
(Keller et al., 2014; Heger, 2016), demonstrating a possible origin for the metal levels
seen in the sample of CEMP stars studied by Keller et al. (2014). In the future, we
will explore a wider range of PopIII models, hoping to provide insights for interpreting
observations of the chemical composition of low-metallicity stars in the local universe.
Finally, we plan to use our new tools to trace the evolution of and derive observa-
tional characteristics for a number of early galaxies. While the hunt for Pop III stellar
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populations is ongoing, and some promising candidates have been discovered (Sobral
et al., 2015), the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope and ground-based Giant
Magellan Telescope, Thirty-meter Telescope, and European Extremely Large Tele-
scope will open a much larger window on these objects. Simulations such as ours can
help predict the spatial and temporal distribution of Pop III star formation needed to
plan future searches for these objects. We are still in the midst of developing models
that capture the complex physics of PopIII star formation, and such tools will be
crucial in defining the boundaries that help guide observers to find them.
2.5 Appendix - Convergence Across Resolutions
In this section we compare the SFRDs from two 3 h−1 Mpc3 simulations at differ-
ent resolutions to demonstrate that the subgrid mixing model described in Sarmento
et al. (2017) – and used herein – consistently models the formation of Pop III stars
in gas with Z < Zcrit. The simulation from that work has a average physical spatial
resolution of 23 pc h−1 resulting in the fiducial SFRD depicted in Figure 2.14. As ex-
pected, reducing the average physical resolution to 46 pc h−1 results in a delayed and
lower SFRD early, since small-scale overdensities are ‘smoothed over’ at lower resolu-
tion. However, both the overall SFRD and the Pop III SFRD recover and reach the
fiducial level of star formation by z = 16, demonstrating the subgrid model produces
results that converge for Pop III star formation when using different resolutions.
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Figure 2.14: The SFRD for the fiducial run in Sarmento et al. (2017) and a run
performed at 1/2 resolution. While there are inevitable differences between simula-
tions due to the different resolutions, the subgrid model successfully recovers the Pop
III rate shortly after the start of star formation at z ≈ 18. This demonstrates that
modeling the subgrid fraction of pristine gas effectively improves the resolution of
Pop III star formation for the simulation.
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Chapter 3
THE SEARCH FOR POP III-BRIGHT GALAXIES
1
3.1 Introduction
Finding and characterizing the first galaxies is the next frontier in observational
astronomy. Theoretical studies suggest that these metal-free stars could be observed
today if their initial mass function (IMF) extended to low masses (Scannapieco et
al., 2006; Tumlinson, 2006; Brook et al., 2007; Salvadori et al., 2010; Hartwig et al.,
2015; Ishiyama et al., 2016). However, no one has yet observed a Population III (Pop
III) star in or near the Galaxy (Christlieb et al., 2002; Cayrel et al., 2004; Aoki et al.,
2006; Frebel et al., 2005; Norris et al., 2007; Caffau et al., 2011; Keller et al., 2014;
Howes et al., 2015).
High-redshift observations have yielded candidates for Pop III stellar populations
(Malhotra & Rhoads, 2002; Dawson et al., 2004; Jimenez & Haiman, 2006; Dijkstra
& Wyithe, 2007; Nagao et al., 2008; Kashikawa et al., 2012; Cassata et al., 2013),
without definitive detections. These include a controversial z = 6.6 galaxy analyzed
by Sobral et al. (2015) that displays He II λ1640 emission – an indicator of the hard-
ultraviolet (UV) spectrum produced by Pop III stars (Tumlinson et al., 2001). Yet,
to date, there has not been a confirmed observation of a galaxy dominated by the
flux from Pop III stars (Bowler et al., 2017; Pacucci et al., 2017).
This may change in the near future. The soon-to-launch James Webb Space Tele-
scope (JWST) is poised to greatly expand our understanding of the high-redshift
universe and possibly detect the first galaxies dominated by Pop III flux. Using
1This chapter previously published as Sarmento et al. (2018).
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JWST, astronomers will be able to assemble galaxy catalogs out to z = 10 and be-
yond and probe the era of the first galaxies (Gardner et al., 2006). However, planning
for such observations requires estimating how such galaxies are distributed and, even
more importantly, what fraction of galaxies as a function of magnitude and redshift
will be dominated by Pop III flux – warranting spectroscopic follow-up.
For now we only have general observational clues about the history of such early
galaxy formation. Using extremely deep Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations,
astronomers have been able to amass photometric galaxy catalogs out to z = 8 and
place initial constraints on galaxy populations out to z ≈ 11 (Ishigaki et al., 2018;
Finkelstein, 2016; Bouwens et al., 2015; Mason et al., 2016; McLeod et al., 2015; Coe
et al., 2013; Oesch et al., 2013). While a lot of progress has been made, the latest
work at z > 8 is hampered by small number statistics and completeness uncertainties
(Livermore et al., 2017; Oesch et al., 2015; Atek et al., 2015).
Several groups have used large-scale cosmological simulations and analytic models
to investigate galaxy formation, the high-z luminosity function (LF), and galaxy
assembly (Somerville et al., 2012; O’Shea et al., 2015; Mason et al., 2016; Barrow et
al., 2017). Others have used simulations to explore the transition between Pop III
and Population II (Pop II) star formation (Scannapieco et al., 2003; Tornatore et al.,
2007; O’Shea & Norman, 2007; Trenti & Shull, 2010; Maio et al., 2010; Zackrisson et
al., 2011; Wise et al., 2012; Crosby et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2013;
Pallottini et al., 2014).
By definition, the first generation of Pop III stars must have formed in the pri-
mordial gas. However, an IMF lacking low-mass stars may also result from gas with
metallicity below a critical threshold, Zcrit. The exact value of the threshold depends
on whether the dominant cooling channel for the gas is the fine-structure lines of
metals or dust emission (Schneider et al., 2003; Bromm & Loeb, 2003; Omukai et
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al., 2005). While the value is poorly constrained, it is believed to be in the range
10−6 < Zcrit < 10−3Z.
Here we make use of the work described in Sarmento et al. (2017) to track the
pollution of the pristine gas at subgrid scales in high-resolution simulations of galaxy
formation at high redshift. By following the evolution of the pristine gas, we can
estimate the fraction of Pop III stars created in regions that would otherwise be
considered polluted above Zcrit. This allows us to present theoretical predictions for
deep photometric galaxy surveys and, in particular, to characterize the fraction of
Pop III flux in early galaxies. This information can guide planning for spectrographic
follow-up in the search for Pop III stars, searching for their unique observational
characteristics (Visbal et al., 2015).
Our approach uses a customized version of ramses (Teyssier, 2002), a cosmo-
logical adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code, to follow galaxy formation from the
dawn of star formation, at z ≈ 21, to z = 7. Using these simulation results, we gen-
erate rest-frame UV (1500A˚) galaxy luminosity functions, to demonstrate that our
approach is consistent with existing photometric surveys and generate higher-redshift
galaxy luminosity function for a set of JWST Near InfraRed Camera (NIRCam) filters
to aid in planning for future such surveys.
Furthermore, using our unique capability to track the rate of subgrid metal pol-
lution, we trace the formation of Pop III stars in these early galaxies and model their
impact on the galaxies’ flux. In doing so, we are able to identify a fraction of galaxies
across a range of redshifts that have a significant fraction of Pop III stellar flux. This
allows us to make predictions as to the galaxy luminosities and redshifts that are
most likely to show Pop III features, such as narrow He II λ1640 emission, when they
are followed up spectroscopically.
The work is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our methods, includ-
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ing a brief discussion of the implementation of our subgrid model for following the
evolution of the pristine gas fraction, our approach to halo finding, and the spectral
energy distribution (SED) models used to compute the luminosity of our stars. In
Section 3 we show that our high-redshift LF agrees with current observations and
make predictions for future JWST surveys. Next, we focus on an analysis of the
fraction of Pop III flux emitted by early galaxies that can be used to guide the search
for metal-free stars. Conclusions are discussed in Section 4.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Simulation Setup & Characteristics
We adopt the following cosmological parameters ΩM = 0.267, ΩΛ = 0.733, Ωb =
0.0449, h = 0.71, σ8 = 0.801, and n = 0.96, based on Komatsu et al. (2011), where
ΩM, ΩΛ, and Ωb are the total matter, vacuum, and baryonic densities, in units of the
critical density; h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km/s; σ8 is the variance of
linear fluctuations on the 8 h−1 Mpc scale; and n is the “tilt” of the primordial power
spectrum (Larson et al., 2011).
For this study, we make use of ramses (Teyssier, 2002), a cosmological adaptive
mesh refinement (AMR) simulation code that uses an unsplit second-order Godunov
scheme for evolving the Euler equations. Ramses tracks cell-centered variables that
are interpolated to the cell faces for flux calculations. Flux between cells is computed
using a Harten–Lax–van Leer–Contact Riemann solver (van Leer, 1979; Einfeldt,
1988) and the code is capable of advecting any number of these scalar quantities
across simulation cells. Self-gravity is solved using the multigrid method (Guillet
& Teyssier, 2011) along with the conjugate gradient method for levels ≥ 12 in our
simulation. Stars and DM are modeled with collisionless particles and are evolved
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using a particle-mesh solver with cloud-in-cell interpolation.
We use ramses to evolve a 12 Mpc h−1 on-a-side volume from Multi-Scale Initial
Conditions (MUSIC, Hahn & Abel, 2013) generated initial conditions through z = 7.
The initial gas metallicity was Z = 0, the initial H2 fraction was 10
−6 (Reed et
al., 2005), and we define Zcrit = 10
−5Z. The base resolution of 10243 cells (lmin =
10) corresponds to a grid resolution of 11.7 comoving kpc h−1, and a dark matter
(DM) particle mass of 4.47 × 105M h−1 Ωdm. We refine cells as they become 8×
overdense, resulting in a quasi-Lagrangian approach to refinement. We allowed for
up to eight additional refinement levels (lmax = 18), resulting in an average physical
spatial resolution of 45.8 pc h−1. Our choice of parameters resulted in a range of star
particle masses 8.6 × 103M ≤ M? ≤ 6.2 × 104M. The highest refinement level
reached was 15. The nonlinear length scale at the end of the simulation, z = 7, was
47 comoving kpc h−1, corresponding to a mass of 3.2×107M h−1. We did not model
sink particles (black holes (BH)) in our simulation since BH feedback is not likely
to be significant for our very early galaxies (Somerville et al., 2008; Scannapieco &
Oh, 2004). We tune the code reionization parameters to ensure that the reionization
redshift occurs at zreion ≈ 8.5, as reported by the Planck Collaboration et al. (2016).
Finally, all magnitudes are in the AB system (Oke & Gunn, 1983).
3.2.2 Simulation Physics
Cooling is modeled using CLOUDY (Ferland et al., 1998) for T & 104 K. Below
104 K we adopt the cooling rates from Rosen & Bregman (1995). We allow the gas
to cool radiatively to 100 K, but adiabatic cooling can lower the temperature below
this threshold. The UV background is derived from Haardt & Madau (1996).
We have also modified ramses to include a simple molecular cooling model that is
important for low-temperature cooling in the pristine gas (Johnson & Bromm, 2006;
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Prieto et al., 2008; Hirano & Yoshida, 2013). Our analytic model is based on Martin
et al. (1996) and provides a radiative cooling rate, Λr/nH2, per H2 molecule across the
range of densities encountered in the simulation. The details are found in Sarmento
et al. (2017).
Star particles (SPs) are spawned in regions of gas according to a Schmidt law
(Schmidt 1959) with
dρ?
dt
= ?
ρ
tff
θ(ρ− ρth), (3.1)
where the Heaviside step function, θ(ρ − ρth), allows for star formation only when
the density exceeds a threshold value ρth. We have set ρth to be the maximum of
1.0mp cm
−3 and 200 times the mean density in the simulation. These criteria ensure
that SPs are only formed in virialized halos and not in high-density regions of the
cosmological flow (Rasera & Teyssier, 2006; Dubois & Teyssier, 2008). We set the star
forming efficiency to ? = 0.01, a value that results in reasonable agreement with the
observed cosmic star formation rate (Finkelstein, 2016; Madau & Dickinson, 2014).
The gas freefall time is tff =
√
3pi/(32Gρ).
A fraction of the each SP’s mass is returned to the gas in the form of supernovae
(SNe). This occurs after the 10 Myr lifetimes for the most massive stars in the IMF
(Raskin et al., 2008). The impact of these SNe is parameterized by the fraction of
the SP mass that goes SN, ηSN, and the kinetic energy per unit mass of this ejecta,
ESN. We take ηSN = 0.10 and ESN = 10
51 ergs/10 M for all stars formed throughout
the simulation, regardless of metallicity. The fraction of new metals in SN ejecta is
0.15 even though metal yields and energy from Pop III stars are likely to have been
higher (Scannapieco et al., 2003; Scannapieco, 2005). We may explore different yields
and the subsequent effect on stellar enrichment in future work.
While all star particles, within the simulation, are modeled using a Salpeter (1955)
IMF with regard to the SN fraction, we model the SEDs of Pop III and Pop II stars
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using different IMFs. Each SP models a Salpeter (for the polluted fraction with
Z ≥ Zcrit) and a log-normal (for Pop III stars) IMF. Our SP mass resolution is
dictated by the star-forming density threshold and our resolution resulting in m? =
ρth∆x
3 = 6.6 × 103M. The final mass of each SP is drawn from a Poisson process
such that it is a multiple of m?.
We do not model radiative transfer or radiation pressure. While radiation pressure
from massive young stars can disrupt star formation (Wise et al., 2012; Whalen et al.,
2004) it can also trigger it in dense clumps of gas (Tremblin et al., 2012; Deharveng
et al., 2010). While we have not modeled its effects for this work, it will be important
to characterize the effects of radiative feedback in future work.
3.2.3 The Pristine Fraction and the Corrected Metallicity
In order to more accurately model the fraction of Pop III stars created throughout
cosmic time, we track two new metallicity-related quantities. The pristine gas mass
fraction, P , models the mass fraction of gas with Z < Zcrit in each simulation cell.
The evolution of this scalar tracks the time history of metal mixing within the cell
such that when P = 0 the entire cell has been polluted above Zcrit. The scalar P?
records, for all time, the value of P in star particles at the time they are spawned
and indicates the mass fraction of the SP with Z? < Zcrit.
Figure 3.1 depicts an example of the situation we are addressing by tracking the
pristine fraction in simulation cells. Here, a realistic distribution of metals is spread
across 4 simulation cells, in 2 dimensions. While the average metallicity in each of
these cells is much greater than Zcrit there are regions within each cell that are still
pristine.
A simple equation can be used to describe the evolution of the pristine gas fraction
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in simulation cells:
dP
dt
= − n
τcon
P (1− P 1/n). (3.2)
This equation traces the evolution of P as a function of n and a timescale τcon, which,
in turn, are functions of the turbulent Mach number, M , and the average metallicity
of the cell relative to the critical metallicity, Z/Zcrit (Pan & Scannapieco, 2010; Pan
et al., 2012, 2013; Sarmento et al., 2017). Modeling the decay of the pristine gas
fraction allows us to track the formation of Pop III stars as a mass fraction of all
stars created, even in cells with an average metallicity above critical.
Each SP in the simulation is tagged with the average metallicity of the medium
from which it was born, Z → Z?. Furthermore, by knowing the average metallicity,
Z (or Z? for SPs), and the pristine gas fraction, P (P?), we can better model the
metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas (or stars). More explicitly, since Z represents
the average metallicity of a parcel of gas, and the polluted fraction, fpol ≡ 1 − P ,
models the fraction of gas that is currently polluted with metals, we can use the value
of fpol to predict the enhanced, or corrected, metallicity,
Z =
Z
fpol
, (3.3)
of the polluted fraction of gas in each simulation cell. Similarly, Z? captures the
corrected metallicity of SPs. As expected, when fpol = 1 the corrected metallicity is
the average metallicity.
The metallicity of the polluted fraction as described by Eqn. (4.3) is only precise
when all of the metals are contained in the polluted fraction. This is true only
in regions where the pristine gas is first polluted by Pop III SNe. However, it is
possible for some of the metals to be distributed in the pristine gas fraction defined
as 0 ≤ Z < Zcrit. As discussed in Sarmento et al. (2017), this results in a small
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uncertainty in the resulting corrected metallicity of our SPs that we will ignore in
this work. However, we can easily bound the correction to metallicity. While equation
(4.3) captures the upper bound, the lower bound on the correction is
Z =
Z − ZPP
fpol
, (3.4)
where ZP = Zcrit = 10
−5Z is the upper limit on the metallicity of the pristine gas.
If the pristine fraction has ZP = 0, as it would when polluting the primordial gas,
we recover equation (4.3). Even when considering this uncertainty, the corrected
metallicity, Z, allows us to more accurately model the metallicity of our gas and SPs
than would be possible using the average metallicity alone.
Lastly, we note that we do not create polluted stars when fpol < 10
−5. In this
case, we assume that all stars formed in the cell are Pop III since only a tiny fraction
of the cell is polluted with metals. While this may seem arbitrary, it is used for
convenience as such a small fraction of Pop II stars does not detectably contribute to
the luminosity of our galaxies over the entire redshift range analyzed.
3.2.4 Halo Finding
We use the AdaptaHOP halo finder by Aubert et al. (2004) to find star-forming
regions in the simulation volume at each redshift of interest. Only halos with at least
100 DM particles, corresponding to a DM halo mass of 1.4× 107M, are considered
by AdaptaHOP. Groups of 20 particles are used to compute the local density of a
candidate halo and only objects with a density 80 times the average total matter
density are stored.
Several of the more massive objects found by AdaptaHOP consist of more than
one observationally distinguishable galaxy. Hence, we post-processed the halos as
follows. For each AdaptaHOP halo, we compute a mass, in stars, within a 3 kpc
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Figure 3.1: An example (2D) distribution of metal concentrations across a set of
AMR cells. While the average metallicity, Z, across these four cells is greater than
Zcrit, there are clearly regions that are still pristine. We track a new scalar, P , in
each AMR cell to quantify the fraction of gas with Z < Zcrit. In conjunction, P and
Z allow us to better model the actual metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas (as
described in the text).
comoving sphere centered on the halo’s coordinates. This typically corresponds to
the core of the most massive galaxy in the field. Next, we iteratively compute the
mass in larger concentric spheres about this core. At each step, we increase the
radius by 10−1 arcsec converted to a proper distance (in kpc) at the galaxy’s redshift.
By using a redshift-dependent step size based on the observational reference frame,
we can roughly determine the boundaries of our galaxies, assuming, as is possible
with the HST, that objects on the order of 0.1 arcsec apart are distinguishable. We
continue increasing the radius until the fractional change in enclosed mass is less than
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one part in 104. Specifically, when ∆Menc,i/Menc,i < 10−4, we consider the current radius
to be the radius of a single galaxy. Figure 3.2 depict the galaxies associated with an
unreprocessed AdaptaHOP halo (left) and the resolved galaxies (right) that result
from using this procedure. The approach ensures we do not overrepresent bright
objects by considering multiple galaxies as one when computing their luminosities.
To ensure that we capture the faint end of the LF, ignoring simulation resolution
effects for now, we also locate and analyze the ‘missing’ galaxies in our simulation, i.e.,
those that may have been missed by AdaptaHOP as configured. To accomplish this,
we collect the locations of all SP at each redshift that are not within the previously
computed radii of AdaptaHOP galaxies. This results in a set of temporarily orphaned
SPs. Next, we select an SP from this orphan list and locate all SPs within a 2 kpc
comoving radius. If there are none, we assume the star is a galactic outlier, ignore
it for the current iteration, and select another SP. Given a collection of SPs within
2 kpc, we compute the center of mass of this set and use this new location with our
expanding sphere method to find the extent of the galaxy. If the resulting object has
MG > 10
4 M, its center of mass location and radius are added to the list of galaxies
and stored; otherwise, it is ignored. In either case, all of the object’s SPs are then
removed from the orphan list, and the procedure is repeated until all SPs have been
processed.
The final results are depicted in Figure 3.3 where the figure on the left depicts
the raw halos, at z = 12, detected by AdaptaHop. The figure on the right depicts
the halos after running our halo refinement algorithm. As can be seen, many of the
larger halos are really multiple individual galaxies since they are more than 0.1 arcsec
apart. Additionally, we ignore objects with a stellar mass less than 104M since these
objects are composed of very few (< 10) SPs and are not observable.
Figure 3.4 depicts simulation halos at z = 12 and 9; approximately 377 and 559
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Figure 3.2: Scatter plots of high-redshift galaxies in our simulation. Blue points are
SP locations relative to the center of the located halo (coordinate 0,0). The images
on the left depict the AdaptaHOP halos found by our modified SP-based algorithm.
As can be seen, more than one observationally identifiable galaxy is plotted within
the radius depicted. On the right, we have used our post-processing algorithm to
correctly identify the larger of the two galaxies in the original field. The smaller
galaxy was also identified but not depicted independently in this figure. The scale
is comoving kpc and the total mass of the galaxy is identified in the lower-right of
each plot. The scale on the right axes indicates the size of the field in arcseconds.
Halo numbers, 4 and 8, are for reference and indicate these halos are the 4th and 8th
largest, by mass, at the redshifts indicated.
Myr after the big bang, respectively. In this figure SPs are also indicated by blue dots
and the location of galaxies by red circles. The size of the circles correspond to the
stellar mass of the galaxy with the key in the upper right corner indicating the circle-
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Figure 3.3: Halos before (left) and after running our halo refinement algorithm.
Star particles (blue) and galaxies (red circles) in our simulation at z = 12. The
size of the red circle corresponds to the stellar mass of the galaxy. The circle-size of
an average stellar mass galaxy, for the redshift indicated, is indicated in the upper
right corner. Our approach identifies halos that are separated by more than 0.1
arcsec. Additionally, we ignore objects with a stellar mass less than 104M since
these objects are composed fewer than 10 SPs. Scale is comoving Mpc/h.
size for an average-mass galaxy at the redshift depicted. Looking at the number of
halos we note that there is a burst of star formation, mainly in new halos that are just
crossing the star forming density threshold, at z = 9. After this time, star formation
is quenched in smaller, unshielded halos by reionization, which completes at z ≈ 8.5
in our simulation.
3.2.5 Galaxy Spectral Models
The rest-frame UV and filter fluxes of our simulated galaxies are functions of
the ages, metallicities, and masses of their constituent SPs. We calculate our SP
luminosities using a set of simple stellar population (SSP) SED models spanning
the particles’ ages and metallicity range. Our SEDs are based on STARBURST 99
(Leitherer et al., 2014), henceforth SB99 along with Raiter et al. (2010) and Schaerer
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Figure 3.4: Observable galaxies in our simulation at z = 12, left, and z = 9, right.
Symbology is as described in Figure 3.3. There are 538 galaxies at z = 12 and 2111
at z = 9. Scale is comoving Mpc/h.
(2003), henceforth R10. For the fraction of all SPs with Z? ≥ Zcrit our SEDs model
a Salpeter (1955) IMF normalized to 1M. Since we have a precise age for each
star particle, our SEDs model instantaneous bursts across the age range of SPs in
the simulation. Pop III SP fractions with Z? < Zcrit are modeled using a log-normal
IMF, again normalized to 1M and are based on the R10 SEDs for a zero-metallicity
population. The log-normal IMF is centered on a characteristic mass of 60M with
σ = 1.0 and a mass range 1M ≤M ≤ 500M. Conceptually, Pop III stars include
the mass of SPs with corrected metallicities 0 < Z? < Zcrit as well as the fractional
mass of pristine stars, P? ×M?, with Z = 0, that represent the mass fraction of Pop
III stars born in cells with incomplete mixing. Since P? captures the fraction of stellar
mass with Z? < Zcrit the total mass of Pop III stars in each of our simulated galaxies
is
M?,III =
N∑
n=1
P?,n M?,n, (3.5)
where N is the total number of SPs in a galaxy and M?,n is the mass of each SP.
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Our SB99 SEDs were generated over an age range of 10 kyr to 0.78 Gyr, the
age of the universe at z = 7, in linearly spaced steps of 0.5 Myr. Each SED covers
the wavelength range 91 − 1.6 × 106A˚. We generated SEDs for metallicities of 0.02,
0.2, 0.4, and 1.0 Z, for each age, using the SB99 -implemented Padova (Girardi et
al., 2000) models that include stellar and nebular emission through the onset of the
thermal pulse assymtotic giant branch phase of stellar evolution. We supplemented
the SB99 model with a set of R10 models for stars with Z = 5×10−4 and 5×10−6 Z.
This allows us to interpolate over the range Zcrit ≤ Z? ≤ Z. The Pop III SEDs, by
R10, are based on Z = 0 and cover the age range 10 kyr to 1 Gyr in steps of 1 Myr.
Again, the spectrum of all stars with Z? < Zcrit is modeled using this SED.
Figure 3.5 depicts a sample of the rest-frame SEDs used in our analysis. The
grey vertical dashed-lines in the plots indicate the rest-frame 1500 A˚ luminosity: our
ultra-violet reference point for this study. We include the 5 Myr old Pop III SED in
the plots for Z > 0 to illustrate how quickly the Pop III UV luminosity falls-off with
age. Stars with Z > 0 have more UV flux than Pop III stars of the same age after ≈
3 Myr.
In order to compute the observational flux, we redshift each of our SEDs over
the range z=7 to 16 applying Lyman forest and continuum absorption as described
in Madau (1995). Figure 3.6 depicts our implementation of this Lyman absorp-
tion model for a sampling of redshifts. This process, along with a spectral conver-
sion from wavelength to frequency, transforms the rest-frame SB99 and R10 SEDs
(erg/s/A˚/M) into observational fluxes (erg/s/Hz/cm2/M) across the range (in red-
shift, age, and metallicity) of our SP. Equation (3.6) describes this conversion from
rest-frame luminosity to observational flux for objects at cosmological distances,
f(ν, z) =
Lν(νe)
4piD2L
(1 + z)M(νo, z), (3.6)
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Figure 3.5: Representative SEDs used to compute the filter and UV fluxes in our
study. The grey dashed vertical lines indicates the 1500 A˚ (our UV reference wave-
length) luminosity for the models. The green dotted lines are the zero metallicity
Pop III 5 Myr SED – included for easy comparison. The UV flux from young Pop
III stars dominates for less than 5 Myr. In fact Pop III stars older than ≈ 3 Myr
produce less UV flux than Z > 0 populations with the same age.
where the νo and νe are in Hz and refer to the observed and emitted reference frames,
respectively; DL is the luminosity distance; andM(νo, z) is the Madau (1995) Lyman
absorption function. We also generate the flux at a distance of 10 pc to facilitate the
generation of absolute magnitudes. This is done by setting z = 0, DL = 10 pc and
M(νo, z) = 1.0 in equation (3.6).
We then convolve these bolometric fluxes with the set of JWST and HST fil-
ters listed in Table 3.1. We also compute the rest-frame UV flux at 1500A˚. The
observational fluxes are computed as follows:
F(R, z) =
∫∞
−∞ f(ν, z)R(ν)
dν
ν∫∞
−∞R(ν)
dν
ν
, (3.7)
where f(ν, z) is the flux at redshift z, R(ν) is the filter response function, and F(R, z)
is the resulting bandpass flux. For the rest-frame UV flux, the filter response function
is the simply the Dirac delta function shifted to the observational UV wavelength,
νUV = c/(1+z)1500A˚, resulting in R(ν) = δ(ν − νUV) which simplifies equation (3.7)
to F(R, z) = f(νUV, z). The result is a set of filter-flux tables that span the range
of redshifts, ages, and metallicities for a normalized star of 1M representing the
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Table 3.1: Filters modeled in this work
System Filter names
JWST NIRCam F150W, F200W, F277W, F356W, F444W
HST WFC3 F125W, F160W
Restframe UV 1500 A˚
Salpeter IMF, for Z? ≥ Zcrit, and the log-normal IMF for Z? < Zcrit. This set of
filter-flux tables for each redshift can be interpolated (in two dimensions) over the
range of SP ages and metallicities found in the simulation.
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Figure 3.6: Our Lyman absorption model expressed as a transmission function of
observed wavelength. The model is based on Madau (1995).
3.2.6 Simulated Observations
We interpolate the filter and rest-frame UV fluxes linearly in log-space as a func-
tion of both SP metallicity and age in order to compute the bandpass and rest-frame
UV flux of our galaxies at each redshift. The resulting fluxes are then scaled by the
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mass of each SP, accounting for P?, and summed to compute the total flux (in each
filter) for the galaxy. We then transform the filter fluxes into AB magnitudes.
3.3 Results
In this section, we present the characteristics of our simulated galaxies. We focus
on 7 ≤ z ≤ 15. Figure 3.7 depicts the star formation rate density (SFRD) for our
simulation, along with an observationally derived SFRD from Madau & Dickinson
(2014). While our SFRD is higher than observations at 7 ≤ z ≤ 8 it agrees with the
LF-based SFRD described by Finkelstein (2016) when considering sample variance
(Trenti & Stiavelli, 2008, see §3.3.2 for a discussion on error estimation). The LF-
based SFRD is based on an integration of the reference luminosity function in that
work toMUV = -13 mag. Since the observationally based SFRD is likely undersampled
at z > 7 (Oesch et al., 2015), the LF-based SFRD is likely a more appropriate estimate
of star formation at high redshift.
The figure also depicts the Pop III SFRD as well as (what we call) the “classical”
Pop III SRFD that does not include the effects of modeling the evolution of P . We
see that modeling the pristine fraction increases the SFRD for Pop III stars by an
average factor of 2.5 for z ≤ 16. As we discuss below, a relatively small increase in
the fraction of young Pop III stars can have a significant impact on the luminosity of
early galaxies.
There is a rapid increase in the star formation rate immediately before reioniza-
tion (zreion ≈ 8.5) that correlates with an even greater increase in the Pop III star
formation rate. This is caused by a significant number of new, small halos crossing
the density threshold for star formation. At z = 9 the number of star forming halos
is 2112. By z = 8 that number rises to 6807, more than a factor of 3 increase in
≈96 Myr. While the overall star formation rate rises by a factor of approximately
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Figure 3.7: The 1σ uncertainty on the overall SFRD is also depicted (light-blue) out
to z = 16. While our SFRD is above observations at z ≤ 8.5, it agrees with the LF-
based SFRD that incorporates galaxies down to MUV = −13 mag when considering
both Poisson and sample variance, 1σ. The grey-shaded area indicates redshifts post-
reionization.
3.5 from z = 9 to z = 8, the Pop III rate increases by a factor of 4.4 over this same
interval. Additionally, the fraction of Pop III stellar mass in our simulation box at
z = 8.5 increases to 7% from 4% at z = 9.
3.3.1 The Galaxy Mass-Metallicity Relation
While the galaxy mass-metallicity relation at z ≥ 7 is beyond current observa-
tional limits (Zahid et al., 2013; Henry et al., 2013; Maiolino et al., 2008), Figure
3.8 depicts this relationship for a sample of redshifts in the range 7 ≤ z ≤ 15 for
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our simulated galaxies. The plots display the normalized probability per mass-bin,∑
bin
P (ZG/Z)/d(MDM/M) = 1.0, of finding a galaxy with a metallicity in the range
depicted on the vertical axis. Here, we use the halo DM mass for the galaxies. The
figure clearly depicts the expected mass-metallicity trend but, more importantly for
this work, the mass range of Pop III galaxies in the bottom row of bins in each plot, at
each redshift. Each galaxy’s average metallicity, ZG, is computed using the corrected
SP metallicities described by Equation (4.3). Note that ZG is computed directly from
the mass-weighted average metallicity of the SPs that populate each galaxy and not
from synthetic observations of galaxy spectra. Pop III galaxies, composed of SPs
such that the average metallicity of the galaxy is subcritical, have been grouped at
ZG < 10
−5Z. We analyze halos with masses down to MG = 4.62 × 107M that
consist of approximately 330 DM particles.
Taken as whole, we see that Pop III galaxies are not very massive and are com-
parable to the theoretical limits, 1.5 × 108M to 1.1 × 109M, discussed in Yajima
& Khochfar (2017) for z = 7. The most massive Pop III-dominated galaxies in our
simulation occur at z = 9 and 10, before reionization. They have an average DM
mass of MG = 1.2 × 109M and make up less than 3% of all galaxies with masses
MG > 10
9M.
At lower redshift, z = 7 and 8, Pop III galaxies span a smaller mass-range where
the most massive, less than 1% of all Pop III galaxies, have MG & 4.6×108M. At the
other end of the mass range, we see the recently formed, purely Pop III galaxies with
MG < 10
8M. At z = 7 and 8 fully 69% and 54% of Pop III galaxies, respectively, are
associated with these mini-halos. This is likely because the rate and location of Pop
III star formation has changed between z = 9 and z = 8. The Pop III SFRD turns
over at zreion = 8.5 and the Pop III fraction is no longer keeping pace with overall
star formation.
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Figure 3.8: The normalized probability, in each mass bin, of finding a galaxy with
a metallicity in the range 1 > ZG ≥ 9 × 10−6Z where we have binned all Pop
III galaxies immediately below Zcrit = 10
−5Z (blue line). The dark yellow line
identifies the mean metallicity and the red dashed-line the median. Pop III galaxies
with MG > 10
9M are exceedingly rare within our simulation volume (≈ 4800 Mpc3,
comoving) occurring only in the range 9 ≤ z ≤ 10. At z = 8 we see a large number of
small Pop III galaxies that formed immediately before reionization with masses less
than 108M.
While the majority of new star formation is taking place within larger, shielded
galaxies – and within gas that has been polluted to levels above Zcrit – we also see
the results of the Pop III starbursts in new, mini-halos immediately before z = 8.5.
The low masses of purely Pop III protogalaxies in the range 8 ≤ z ≤ 11, today’s
high-redshift frontier, partially explain the difficulty in finding Pop III galaxies. How-
ever, as we shall discuss, a small percentage of young Pop III stars can contribute a
significant fraction of a galaxy’s flux.
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3.3.2 Error Estimation
We briefly describe the error estimation for both the luminosity functions and for
the overall SFRD. Error estimates include both Poisson errors (shot noise) and the
1σ uncertainty in galaxy counts due to sample variance (Trenti & Stiavelli, 2008) and
are computed per luminosity bin. For the SFRD the process is the same except all
galaxies are essentially in one bin per redshift.
The total error in each bin is
vr =
√
σ2v + 1/N, (3.8)
where the sample variance
σ2v = (b)
2 σbox(z)
2 (3.9)
is the product of the average galaxy bias, b, based on Press & Schechter (1974), and
the fluctuation amplitude, σbox(z), for the simulation volume at redshift z. The shot
noise is 1/N .
In turn, the average bias is derived from the mass of each galaxy in the bin,
b = 1 +
(ν2 − 1)
1.69
, (3.10)
where
ν =
1.69
σ(M, z)
(3.11)
and σ(M, z) is the fluctuation amplitude of a galaxy of mass M at redshift z.
Lastly, the DM mass in collapsed objects, at each redshift, matches the prediction
in Barkana & Loeb (2001) to within -3% to +6% at z ≤ 10. The greatest difference is
at z = 12 to 15 where the simulation has 12 to 14% more mass in halos than predicted
by theory resulting in a slight overestimate of the sample variance at z ≥ 12.
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3.3.3 Luminosity Functions
Galaxy observations are characterized by their flux – which in turn is determined
by the galaxy’s stellar populations. A small fraction of hot, young Pop III stars can
contribute a large fraction of the galaxy’s luminosity. However, only the Pop III stars
with ages < 3.5 Myr contribute more flux than their polluted cousins, so detecting
a galaxy dominated by Pop III flux means looking for a recent starburst such that
a significant fraction of the flux from the entire galaxy is coming from these types
of stars. We next look at the luminosity functions and Pop III flux-fractions derived
from our simulation data.
Given our total simulation volume of 4828 Mpc3 we have data down to φ ≈
2× 10−4 mag−1 Mpc−3. Further, since star formation in our simulation is resolution-
dependent we cannot track galaxy formation at scales below ≈ 260 pc, physical.
While such a small proto-galaxy is likely not detectable, even by JWST, it does
prevent us from characterizing the turnover at the faint end of the LF. Additionally,
several such mini-halos may merge producing larger numbers of fainter galaxies than
reported here. Within this context, Figure 3.9 depicts the UV luminosity functions for
all of our galaxies down to MUV = −13 mag where the galaxy counts per magnitude
bin begin to decrease due to the simulation’s limited resolution.
We have included both observationally-derived and extrapolated Schechter (1976)
functions by Finkelstein (2016) for reference: Solid grey lines indicate Schechter func-
tions derived from observations, while grey-dashed lines are an extrapolation of the
Schechter parameters – also from Finkelstein (2016). Schechter parameters for the
observational data and extrapolations are listed in Table 3.2. We have also included
observational data from Bouwens et al. (2015) and Oesch et al. (2013) along with
data from an analysis of galaxies in the Renaissance Simulations by O’Shea et al.
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Figure 3.9: UV luminosity functions derived from our simulation with 1σ error
bounds including both Poisson noise and sample variance. Dark grey lines are Finkel-
stein (2016) Schechter fits. Dashed-grey lines are Schechter functions based on an
extrapolation of the Schechter parameters also found in that work. For z = 10, we
have included Bouwens et al. (2015) and Oesch et al. (2013) points based on observa-
tions, with error bars. For redshifts 12 and 15 we have included luminosity functions
derived from the Renaissance Simulations by O’Shea et al. (2015). The shaded areas
indicate the regions where mUV > 31.4 mag, a likely limiting magnitude for a JWST
ultra-deep campaign and mUV > 33 mag, a likely lensing limit.
(2015).
We note that all of our LFs at z < 10 lie slightly above the faint end of observationally-
derived Schechter functions. However, it should be noted that data from our simula-
tion includes many faint objects for which the observationally-derived models suffer
from the greatest uncertainty. Furthermore, although our simulation box represents
an average density region of the universe, the variance in initial conditions could have
resulted in more overdensities with a scale that is responsible for the increase in star
formation at z ≈ 9.
Additionally, we do not account for dust. Dust attenuation in high redshift galax-
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Table 3.2: Schechter Function Parameters
z log(φ∗) α M∗UV
8 -3.75 -2.13 -20.52
9 -3.94 -2.24 -20.39
10 -4.13 -2.35 -20.25
11 -4.29 -2.47 -20.11
12 -4.49 -2.58 -19.98
13 -4.69 -2.69 -19.84
14 -4.89 -2.81 -19.71
15 -5.08 -2.92 -19.57
16 -5.28 -2.03 -19.44
Schechter function parameters for the reference lines in the luminosity
function plots. Data is from Finkelstein (2016). Values at z > 10
have been extrapolated based on a linear fit to the parameters in
that work.
ies is uncertain at best (Cullen et al., 2017; Cowley et al., 2018; Calzetti, 2001) and
we have not included its effects in any of our plots. However if we extrapolate work by
Schaerer et al. (2015) at z ≈ 6.8−7.5 to z = 8−10, we would expect AUV ≈ 1.1±0.2
of UV dust attenuation. Including this level of dust attenuation would reduce our
absolute magnitudes by ≈ 1 and bring our data more in-line with the faint end slope
at these redshifts.
Our LFs closely follow the predicted faint end slope, α, at z = 10 and are in
reasonable agreement with both the extrapolated Schechter function and data from
the Renaissance Simulations at z = 12. Again, these Schechter curves (grey dashed
lines) are based on a linear fit and extrapolation of the trends in M∗, α, and log φ∗
using observational data over the range 4 ≤ z ≤ 8. Although we have no data at
the bright-end of the LF, due to our small volume, we feel our LFs are reasonably
representative of galaxy populations, in the range plotted, for an average-density
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region of the universe.
3.3.4 Pop III Flux
Since we are mainly concerned with the search for Pop III stars, we focus our
analysis on more detailed characteristics of our galaxies. Figure 3.10 depicts the
normalized probability of finding a Pop III flux fraction, as measured at 1500A˚ in the
rest-frame, in the range 10−3 ≤ fIII/fTot ≤ 1 for our galaxies as a function of magnitude
and redshift. When fIII/fTot < 10−3 we have mapped the value to 10−3. Note that
probabilities are computed independently for each magnitude bin, as was done for
the galaxy mass-metallicity relation.
The topmost row of bins in each plot represent a Pop III flux fraction of at
least 75%: P (fIII/fTot ≥ 0.75), while the next row down indicates a flux fraction
P (0.75 > fIII/fTot ≥ 0.50). Note that combining the probabilities in the 50% and
75% bins does not change the probabilities significantly from considering the 75%
bins alone. Hence we use 75% as our definition of “significant Pop III flux” and a
“Pop III–bright galaxy”. Magnitude bins are labeled at their right edge and are 1
magnitude wide. Below we reference a magnitude bin by its right (dimmer) edge.
At redshift 7, only 2% of galaxies with binned absolute magnitudes of -13, -14 and
-15 are Pop III–bright. Similarly, at z = 8 less than 1% of galaxies are Pop III–bright
and have MUV = −16 mag. However, as we move to the era before reionization,
approximately 18% of our galaxies at z = 9 with MUV = −15 mag (corresponding
to mUV ≈ 31.4 mag at this redshift) are Pop III–bright and 11% have MUV = −17
mag. This correlates with our observation of the increase in the SFRD at this epoch.
At z = 10, we find that the fraction of Pop III–bright galaxies drops to ≈ 8% with
MUV = −15 mag and 7% with MUV = −16 mag. As we move to z = 12, about 10%
of the faint objects (MUV = −16 mag) are dominated by Pop III flux. At z = 15 the
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brightest Pop III–bright galaxies have MUV = −14 mag but represent 50% of galaxies
at that absolute magnitude.
The results discussed so far include Pop III stars created in cells in which the
subgrid turbulent mixing of metals was incomplete, resulting in the enhanced Pop
III SFRD we see in Figure 3.7. The bottom row of Figure 3.10 depicts the Pop III
flux fraction for our galaxies when constraining Pop III star formation to cells with
Z < Zcrit. This is the no-mixing or classical Pop III case. When considering only the
classical Pop III SPs we see that the enhancement of the Pop III SFRD due to our
subgrid turbulent mixing model, an average of ≈ 2.5× the classical rate, is responsible
for a significant amount of flux at several redshifts.
For instance, considering all ‘classical Pop III galaxies’ at z = 9, only 7% of
galaxies with MUV = −15 mag are Pop III–bright, as compared to the 18% we
discuss above when we consider Pop III stars created in regions of incomplete mixing.
The subgrid model results in ≈ 2.6 times more Pop III bright galaxies at this redshift
and absolute magnitude. This result points to the importance of accurately modeling
Pop III star formation since small changes in their density can significantly effect the
predicted fraction of Pop III flux.
Next, we consider the overall fraction of observable galaxies in the simulation that
are Pop III–bright, at each redshift. Figure 3.11 identifies the joint probability that a
galaxy has at least a 75% Pop III flux fraction and mUV ≤ 31.4 mag, which we take as
the limiting magnitude for the un-lensed JWST ultra-deep campaign, as a fraction of
all galaxies with mUV ≤ 31.4 mag. We refer to these galaxies as “observable Pop III–
bright galaxies”. As we would expect from current surveys, at relatively low redshift,
7 ≤ z ≤ 8, the fraction of Pop III–bright galaxies is less than 2%.
Going deeper, we again see the relatively large increase in the number of Pop III–
bright galaxies at z = 9, immediately after a burst of Pop III star formation, where
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Figure 3.10: The normalized probability of finding a UV Pop III flux-fraction, fIII/fTot,
as a function of the redshift and magnitude of our galaxies. When fIII/fTot < 10−3 we
map the value to 10−3. Probabilities are computed independently for each magnitude
bin. Bins are labeled at their right edge. The top-most row of bins in each plot
represent a Pop III flux-fraction of at least 75%. The second row of bins represent
.75 > fIII/fTot ≥ 0.50. At z = 9, we find that 30% of galaxies at MUV ≤ −16 mag have
fIII/fTot ≥ 75%. The bottom row of plots depict the Pop III flux-fraction from our
galaxies when only considering stars created in cells with Z < Zcrit, the classical Pop
III case. Modeling the evolution of the pristine gas faction at subgrid scales results
in a Pop III SRFD that is a factor of 2.5 increase over the classical rate and these
luminous stars contribute a significant fraction of the flux of these young galaxies.
Axis labels along the top axis are observed UV magnitude, mUV. We identify λobs at
each redshift: the wavelength of the 1500A˚ reference in the observational frame.
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17% of observable galaxies are Pop III–bright. This is the epoch immediately before
reionization when smaller mini-halos begin to cross the star-forming mass-density
threshold. It is during this epoch that we predict the largest fraction of detectable
Pop III–bright galaxies.
After reionization, the star-forming threshold is raised quenching star formation
in these mini-halos. This result points to the importance of determining the reion-
ization redshift since most Pop III–bright galaxies are likely to be found just before
it completes.
At z = 10 we note that less than 5% of our observable galaxies are Pop III–bright.
At z > 10 there are no Pop III–bright galaxies with mUV ≤ 31.4 mag. To find Pop
III–bright galaxies we have to go to mUV = 33 mag, an intrinsic magnitude that may
be within reach of a lensed JWST field.
To once again illustrate the observational effects of our subgrid model, Figure 3.11
also identifies the fraction of observable Pop III–bright galaxies when we only account
for classical Pop III stars created in simulation cells with Z < Zcrit. As can be seen
the subgrid models’ resulting enhancement to galactic Pop III flux is evident over the
redshift range 7 ≤ z < 11. Comparing results in the redshift range 9 ≤ z ≤ 10 we
note that the fraction of observable Pop III–bright galaxies is, on average, 2× higher
for our subgrid model than for the classical Pop III case. Again, this exemplifies the
importance of modeling Pop III star formation accurately since it has a significant
effect on the density of Pop III–bright galaxies we expect to detect at high redshift.
Most of the Pop III–bright galaxies form at the border of polluted areas or in
regions of pristine gas away from larger halos. While our sample volume is relatively
small, this result points out that Pop III–bright galaxies can be found both in relative
isolation and near other, often larger galaxies with ZG > Zcrit. Once again, modeling
the mixing time required to pollute the gas above Zcrit is important here.
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Figure 3.11: The blue bars indicate the joint probability of finding an observable
(mUV ≤ 31.4 mag) Pop III–bright galaxy as a fraction of all observable galaxies, as
a function of redshift. The yellow bars ignore the effects of our subgrid model and
its enhancement to the Pop III SFRD. The resulting reduction in Pop III flux is
visible across 7 ≤ z < 11. The red bars also depict this joint probability but for a
limiting intrinsic magnitude of mUV = 33 mag. The burst of Pop III star formation
immediately before reionization is apparent at z = 9.
By examining fainter galaxies we can find a larger fractions of galaxies with sig-
nificant Pop III flux at higher redshift. Figure 3.11 also depicts characteristics of
galaxies that have at least 75% of their flux coming from Pop III stars while requiring
that mUV ≤ 33 mag, approximately the JWST 10x lensing limiting magnitude. With
these criteria we note that at z = 11 the fraction of Pop III–bright galaxies is only 9%,
the result of more galaxies dominated by Pop II flux meeting the criteria mUV ≤ 33
mag. However, at z = 12 the fraction of observable Pop III–bright galaxies jumps to
18% as a result of going to this intrinsic magnitude with lensing. At z = 14 about
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25% of galaxies are Pop III–bright. If there are enough lensing opportunities JWST
should detect a relatively high (about one in four) fraction of Pop III–bright galaxies
at z = 14.
3.3.5 Observational Predictions
In this section we discuss predictions for the space telescopes and filters described
in Table 3.1. As with the rest-frame UV flux, we have not modeled dust for the
results presented in this section.
The LFs derived from our simulated bandpasses are depicted in Figure 3.12 and
cover the redshifts z = {9, 10, 12}. If a particular redshift is not depicted it is because
there was no flux in the bandpass. For each of these plots we indicate the JWST
magnitude cutoff for the deep campaign, 31.4 mag, at redshifts z = 9 and 12 using
dark and light grey regions, respectively.
The HST F125W filter, due to Lyman forest absorption, was unable to detect
any of our galaxies at z > 10. In fact, at z = 12, F125W samples across the Lyman
limit. However, at z = 9 our data agrees with the predicted Schechter faint end slope,
while the z = 10 prediction is about 1 dex below the extrapolated Schechter function.
However, even at z = 10 this filter samples across the Lyman-α line and the flux has
been attenuated by the intergalactic medium (IGM).
Examining the data for F160W, we see our simulated galaxies are somewhat bright
at z = 9, but within ≈ 1σ of the model, while our z = 12 data are lower than
predictions. This is also due to Lyman forest absorption in this bandpass. However,
this level of agreement with Schechter functions based on Hubble deep-field surveys
at z = 9 and 10 is evidence that our simulation is producing reasonable results out
to these redshifts.
The situation is similar for the JWST bandpass filter at 1.5 µm (F150W). Our
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data for galaxies at z = 9 and 10 follow the extrapolated Schechter function but once
again, at z = 12, this wide-band filter samples mostly blue-ward of the Lyman-α line
in the rest-frame. Hence we are seeing the attenuation of UV photons by the IGM as
we go from z = 10 to 12.
The remaining plots for the JWST filters redder than 1.5 µm match the predicted
Schechter functions well for z = 9 and 10. The predictions for z = 12 are slightly
lower than would be predicted by extrapolated Schechter functions, however we are
in a cosmic era with unobserved and unmeasured galaxy counts as well as a region in
which the simulation may be underestimating the numbers of these early structures
due to limited resolution.
Considering our magnitude limit of mAB = 31.4 mag, galaxies at z > 12 have
to be brighter than MAB ≈ −16.4 to be detected by JWST. We note that none of
our simulated galaxies at z = 15 are detectable given our assumption of a limiting
magnitude mAB = 31.4 mag. Of course, our relatively small simulation volume did not
generate any of the more rare, yet bright, galaxies at these high redshifts. However,
filters 2 µm and redder indicate detections for our galaxies out to z = 12 – if just
barely.
3.4 Conclusions
We have used a large-scale cosmological simulation to study high-redshift galaxies
and the prospect of finding Pop III-bright galaxies. While several of our contempo-
raries have done similar work (Cowley et al., 2018; Barrow et al., 2017; Liu et al.,
2016; Xu et al., 2016; O’Shea et al., 2015), our approach is novel in that our models
includes the enhancement to Pop III star formation we expect due to the timescale
required to turbulently mix pollutants at subgrid scales. We find that our Pop III
SFRD is approximately twice what we would have expected without modeling the
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subgrid pristine fraction of gas. As a check, we have analyzed more than 20,000
galaxies in our simulation volume of 4828 comoving Mpc3 producing UV LFs and
statistics on the fraction of Pop III-bright galaxies across a range of redshifts. We
have also generated LFs for several HST and JWST filters.
The current observational constraints on z ≥ 8 LFs are uncertain at best (Finkel-
stein, 2016; McLeod et al., 2015; Bouwens et al., 2015; Oesch et al., 2015). Determin-
ing the faint end slope, α, is the challenge here since observations of galaxies dimmer
than M∗ are likely to dominate galaxy number densities at high-redshift and, more
importantly, to be the home of Pop III galaxies. We find that linear extrapolations
of the faint end slope to z > 8, as captured in Table 3.2, appear reasonable to z = 16.
While the Schechter function indicates an ever-increasing number of faint galaxies, we
know that the actual LF must flatten and turn-over at some point. Even though the
simulation’s resolution limits our ability to estimate this turn-over magnitude, we have
determined that galaxies down to MUV = −14 reasonably follow the extrapolated α.
Additionally, our simulation demonstrates that M∗UV, the absolute magnitude where
galaxy counts begin to rapidly decay, is brighter than MUV = −17 out to z = 16,
again in agreement with linear extrapolations of current observations.
The mass-metallicity relation for our simulated galaxies follows the expected trend
of increasing metallicity with increasing mass. When considering galaxies composed
purely of Pop III stars, we note that they are very rare and typically have MG <
109M. The peak of Pop III galaxy formation occurs immediately before reionization
at z = 9 and 10 where ≈17% and 25%, respectively, of simulated Pop III galaxies
with Z < Zcrit, have masses MG > 10
9M.
Turning to Pop III-bright galaxies with at least 75% of their flux coming from
Pop III stars, roughly 17% of all galaxies brighter than mUV = 31.4 mag (observable
galaxies) are Pop III-bright at z = 9, immediately before reionization. Less than
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3% of observable galaxies are Pop III-bright between 7 ≤ z ≤ 8, after reionization.
Moving to z = 10, the Pop III-bright fraction falls to 5% – a smaller fraction of the set
of more luminous observable galaxies. Finally, at z > 10, we do not find any galaxies
that are Pop IIIbright with mUV ≤ 31.4 mag within our volume. However, we find at
least 18% of galaxies at z = 12 and 25% at z = 14 are Pop IIIbright when considering
mUV = 33 mag, an intrinsic magnitude limit within reach of the JWST using lensing.
Thus we predict that the best redshift to search for luminous Pop III-bright galaxies
is just before reionization, while lensing surveys for fainter galaxies should push to
the highest redshifts possible.
Although our simulation’s enhanced Pop III SFRD has only minor implications
for the LFs, it does play a significant role in the fraction of Pop III flux coming from
our observable (mUV ≤ 31.4 mag) high-redshift galaxies. In fact, when we consider
the evolution of the subgrid pristine fraction, the fraction of observable Pop III-bright
galaxies in the range 9 ≤ z ≤ 10 is ≈ 2× higher than in the classical Pop III case, in
which Pop III stars are only generated in cells with gas Z < Zcrit. This emphasizes
the importance of modeling Pop III star formation accurately, since it has a large
effect on the types of galaxies we expect to detect at high redshift.
While our subgrid model greatly improves the code’s ability to reliably produce
results for a given physical model, we note that other simulations of high-redshift
galaxies may make different assumptions about the relevant physics that lead to dif-
ferent conclusions about the observability of PopIII galaxies at z > 10 (e.g. Schaye
et al. (2015); Jeon et al. (2014); Wise et al. (2012)). For example, a recent simulation
by Jeon et al. (2015) followed the assembly of a single 108M halo in a zoom simu-
lation with a high resolution 300 kpc3 comoving box. They found that Pop III star
formation was subdominant by z ≈ 13 in this environment and negligible by z = 10.
While some differences from our results are likely due to parameter choices and the
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type of region being simulated, they also noted that radiative transfer and related
heating played a crucial role in determining their results. While our work handles
cooling by molecular hydrogen along with a simple model for H2 photodissociation,
we have not yet included radiative feedback, leaving this to future work. Thus the
debate is ongoing as to the relative importance of different aspects of the physics as
well as the values for loosely constrained parameters.
However, our data predict good news for the JWST. Although we have not consid-
ered the effects of attenuation due to dust absorption, our simulation exhibits galaxy
counts per magnitude that meet or exceed current, observationally-based predictions
for filters redder than ≈ 1.25µm through z = 10.
While the simulation parameters used in this work are only a starting point for
modeling the first galaxies, future work will address the sensitivity of these results
across a range of values. These results will help guide future searches for Pop III
galaxies.
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Figure 3.12: Luminosity functions, with 1σ error bounds, derived from our simulated
galaxies convolved with our filter models across the redshift range 9 ≤ z ≤ 12. The
dark grey Schechter functions represent the bounding redshifts and are again from
Finkelstein (2016) (without errors). The dark, vertical shaded areas of each plot
indicate the regions where mAB > 31.4 mag, the JWST limiting magnitude for the
ultra-deep campaign, for z = 9 and z = 12. If a redshift does not appear in a plot,
none of our galaxies were visible in that filter. Note that we have not included dust
attenuation.
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Chapter 4
SIMULATION PARAMETER STUDY
4.1 Background
In the previous 2 chapters we discussed Pop III star formation in the context of
cosmological simulations. In particular, we demonstrated that modeling the pristine
fraction of gas at subgrid scales improves the accuracy of Pop III star formation in a
manner similar to increasing the simulation’s resolution. In turn, improving the accu-
racy of Pop III star formation improves our ability to predict the observability of high
redshift galaxies and the rate at which Pop III SNe pollute the early universe. These
results will help guide the search for Pop III stars and improve our understanding of
the chemical enrichment of early galaxies.
While we have demonstrated that the timescale required to mix pollutants at
subgrid scales is important, there are many other factors that go into understanding
high redshift galaxy formation and many modeling parameters are poorly constrained.
As such, in this chapter we explore some of the more loosely constrained parameters
used in our cosmological simulations to determine their impact on the overall Pop III
SFRD as well as the impact on the observability and chemical composition of early
galaxies.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our methods,
including a brief review of our implementation of the subgrid model of metal pollution,
some of the relevant physics modeled within ramses, and the setup for the simulations
used to characterize this parameter study. In Section 3 we describe our results and
discuss the effects of the various parameters on the high-redshift luminosity function,
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the fraction of Pop III flux emitted and the effect on the chemical composition of our
stars. Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section 4.
4.2 Methods
We briefly review the simulation setup and physics used for all of the runs discussed
in this chapter. The simulation physics, cosmology and the implementation of the
pristine gas fraction scalar, as well as the primordial metallicity scalar, are the same
as previously discussed in Section 3.2. Those interested only in a description of the
parameters that differ from the simulations discussed in previous chapters should skip
to Section 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Simulation Setup
To facilitate comparisons with our previous works in Chapters 2 and 3, we adopted
the cosmological parameters used therein: ΩM = 0.267, ΩΛ = 0.733, Ωb = 0.0449, h =
0.71, σ8 = 0.801, and n = 0.96, based on Komatsu et al. (2011). These parameters
have their usual cosmological definitions.
We again made use of ramses (Teyssier, 2002), an adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) cosmological simulation code, to model a 12 Mpc h−1 on-a-side volume gener-
ated from Multi-Scale Initial Conditions (MUSIC) (Hahn & Abel, 2013). We evolved
this volume to z = 7 covering approximately the first 780 Myr of cosmic history, given
our cosmology, for each of the new simulations analyzed.
The following parameters are common to all of the simulations discussed in this
work. The initial gas metallicity was Z = 0 and the primordial molecular hydrogen
fraction was 10−6 (Reed et al., 2005). The initial grid resolution of 11.7 comoving
kpc h−1 was based on a starting resolution of 10243 cells (lmin = 10). Our choice
for the initial resolution resulted in a DM particle mass of 4.47× 105M h−1 Ωdm or
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1.40× 105M for our cosmology.
We took a quasi-Lagrangian approach to refinement. As cells became 8× over-
dense, as compared to ρ, we refined them to ensure the mean mass per cell was
roughly constant across the simulation. We allowed for up to eight additional refine-
ment levels (lmax = 18) resulting in an average physical spatial resolution of 45.8 pc
h−1. However the highest refinement level reached by z = 7 was l = 15.
The range of star particle (SP) masses generated across the simulations was
8.6 × 103M ≤ M? ≤ 6.0 × 104M. The nonlinear length scale at the end of the
simulations, z = 7, was 47 comoving kpc h−1. This scale corresponds to a mass of
3.2× 107M h−1.
We did not model black holes (BHs), also known as sink particles, since BH
feedback is not important for early galaxy evolution (Prieto et al., 2017; Jeon et al.,
2012; Somerville et al., 2008; Scannapieco & Oh, 2004) or for the parameters we were
interested in investigating.
The redshift of reionization was also a free parameter in our simulation. We set
zreion = 8.5, as reported by the Planck Collaboration et al. (2016).
4.2.2 Simulation Physics
Ramses uses CLOUDY (Ferland et al., 1998) to model gas cooling for T & 104 K.
We used the cooling rates from Rosen & Bregman (1995) for temperatures below this
value. We set the radiative cooling floor to 100 K, but adiabatic cooling can lower
the gas temperature below this value. The UV background was derived from Haardt
& Madau (1996).
As discussed in Chapter 2, we also modeled molecular cooling in the pristine gas
(Johnson & Bromm, 2006; Prieto et al., 2008; Hirano & Yoshida, 2013). Our analytic
model is based on work by Martin et al. (1996) and provides a radiative cooling rate,
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Λr/nH2 , for the gas densities encountered in the simulations. As mentioned above,
we assumed a primordial H2 fraction of 10
−6. We also assumed an optically thin box
and all of our H2 is destroyed shortly after the first stars are formed. We did not
model H2 formation.
The simulations spawn SPs in regions of gas according to a Schmidt law (Schmidt
1959) using a star formation rate
dρ?
dt
= ?
ρ
tff
, when ρ > ρth. (4.1)
where tff =
√
3pi/(32Gρ) is the gas free fall time. Star forming regions also needed
to be at least 200 times the mean density of the simulation, as a function of redshift,
before SPs were formed. This ensured that SPs are only formed in collapsed objects
and not in high-density flows (Rasera & Teyssier, 2006; Dubois & Teyssier, 2008).
For our simulations we set ρth = 1.0mp cm
−3. We set the star forming efficiency
to ? = 0.01, giving results in reasonable agreement with the observed high redshift
star formation rate (Finkelstein, 2016; Madau & Dickinson, 2014). Our SP mass
resolution was m? = ρth∆x
3 = 6.6 × 103M. The final mass of each SP was drawn
from a Poisson process such that it was a multiple of m?.
Lastly, while radiation pressure from Pop III and other massive stars can disrupt –
and also trigger – star formation (Wise et al., 2012; Tremblin et al., 2012; Deharveng
et al., 2010; Whalen et al., 2004), effecting the star formation rate in early galaxies,
we did not included its effects in this work. This is an important aspect of the physics
that we will explore in a subsequent study.
4.2.3 The Pristine Fraction, Primordial Metallicity and the Corrected Metallicity
For these simulations, we made use of the modifications to ramses described in
Section 2.2.1 to track two new metallicity-related scalars. These scalars allowed us
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to more accurately model the fraction of Pop III stars created in early galaxies and
to follow the unique elemental yields generated by Pop III SN. The pristine gas mass
fraction, P , and the primordial metallicity, ZP, are described below. Additionally, we
discuss how we used the pristine fraction to improve the accuracy of the metallicity
of the gas and SPs.
The Pristine Fraction
The pristine gas (mass) fraction, P , was used to track the mass fraction of gas
with Z < Zcrit in each simulation cell. The scalar evolves from P = 1, indicating that
100% of the gas in the cell is metal-free, to P = 0, indicating that all of the gas in
the cell has been polluted above Zcrit. P? records the value of P in SPs at the time
they were spawned and identifies the mass fraction of Pop III stars with Z? < Zcrit
for each SP.
As discussed in detail in Pan et al. (2013), and first implemented in a cosmological
simulation in Sarmento et al. (2017), the following equation was used to describe the
evolution of the pristine gas fraction:
dP
dt
= − n
τcon
P
(
1− P 1/n) . (4.2)
The change in the pristine gas fraction at each time-step was therefore a function
of n, a measure of the locality of mixing, and a timescale τcon, that is the inverse
of the turbulent stretching rate (Pan & Scannapieco, 2010; Pan et al., 2012, 2013;
Sarmento et al., 2017). These parameters are, in turn, functions of the turbulent Mach
number, M , and the average metallicity of the cell relative to the critical metallicity,
Z/Zcrit. By knowing P at the time of star formation we subsequently modeled the
mass fraction of Pop III stars for each SP formed as M?,III = M? × P?.
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The Corrected Metallicity
Each SP in the simulation recorded both the host cell’s average metallicity, Z →
Z?, and the pristine gas fraction, P → P? at the time it was created. This information
was combined to better model the metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas or stars.
When metals were well mixed throughout the cell’s volume P = 0 and the scalar Z
represented the average metallicity of any sub-volume of gas in the cell. However,
before mixing was completed, the polluted fraction, fpol ≡ 1 − P , described the
fraction of gas that was actually polluted with metals. Therefore, a better estimate
of the metallicity of the polluted fraction of gas was the corrected metallicity
Z =
Z
fpol
. (4.3)
As expected, when fpol = 1 the corrected metallicity was the average metallicity.
However, when fpol < 1 only a fraction of the cell was polluted and the metals were
concentrated in a volume smaller than the cell. When referring to the corrected
metallicity of polluted fraction of gas or SPs, we use Z or Z?.
As discussed in 2, the corrected metallicity was precise when all of the metals are
contained in the polluted fraction. However, the gas could be polluted to Z < Zcrit
in regions still capable of creating Pop III stars. This situation resulted in a small
uncertainty in the corrected metallicity that we ignore. Equation (4.3) captures the
upper bound to the correction while the lower bound to the corrected metallicity is
Z =
Z − ZPP
fpol
, (4.4)
where ZP = Zcrit = {10−6, 10−5, 10−4}Z (for runs Z6, fid and Z4, respectively) was
the upper limit on the metallicity of the pristine gas. Note that when ZP = 0, as
it would when polluting the primordial gas, equation (4.3) is exactly the metallicity
of the polluted fraction of gas, assuming that pollutants were well mixed in this
sub-volume.
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Finally, we did not create polluted stars when the polluted fraction of gas in a cell,
1 − P , was < {10−6, 10−5, 10−4} for runs Z6, fid, and Z4, respectively. While this
may seem arbitrary, creating such a small fraction of Pop II stars would not change
our results.
Primordial Metals
We refer to the first metals generated by the first stars as primordial metals.
Since the elemental abundance patterns for ejecta from massive Pop III SN are likely
very different from that of lower-mass Pop II stars (Heger & Woosley, 2002), we
have developed a straightforward method to track these metals in a cosmological
simulation. Anytime a SP with a non-zero pristine fraction went SN, we tracked the
Pop III SN ejecta using the scalar ZP.
This new scalar allowed us to follow primordial metals injected into the gas and to
model the final metal content of subsequently formed SPs via Z? and ZP,?. Every SP
potentially possessed a combination of these two types of metals. Once we applied our
correction to the metallicity, the fraction of primordial metals in SPs was computed
as ZP,?/Z? where Z? captures the total metallicity of the SP. When mapping these
metallicities to the chemical composition of a SP (or fraction thereof for 0 < P <
1), we used Z? − ZP,? to model the mass fraction of ‘normal’ metals, while ZP,?
modeled the mass fraction of primordial metals produced by a representative Pop III
SN abundance pattern.
4.2.4 Simulations
We carried out a set of 5 large-scale cosmological simulations to study the effects
of varying the critical metallicity, SN mass loading, and the consequences related to
adopting a Pop III specific IMF on the overall cosmic star formation rate and the rate
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and location of Pop III star formation. Table 4.1 identifies the simulations and their
corresponding parameters. All other simulation parameters were consistent across all
runs, as described in Section 4.2.1.
Table 4.1: Simulations
Name Zcrit fw
a Pop III IMF α Mc/M σ
fid 10−5 10 Salpeterb 2.35 – –
Z4 10−4 10 Salpeter 2.35 – –
Z6 10−6 10 Salpeter 2.35 – –
P3SN 10−5 10 Log normalc – 60 1.0
fw1 10−5 1 Salpeter 2.35 – –
a This is SN mass loading. It denotes the amount of gas, ex-
pressed in multiples of the mass of SN ejecta, carried along
with the SN blast and removed from the host cell.
b The Salpeter IMF mass range spans 0.1 to 100 M.
c The log normal IMF mass range spans 1 to 500 M.
The critical metallicity, Zcrit, marks the boundary between Pop III and Pop II
star formation. This parameter is loosely constrained (Omukai et al., 2005) and we
explored the effects of varying the critical metallicity across 3 orders of magnitude
on the Pop III star formation rate and on the subsequent luminosity and chemical
composition of early galaxies. We defined the critical metallicity of the gas for the
fiducial run as Zcrit = 10
−5Z, as was done in our earlier works. The runs Z4 and Z6
were used to determine the effects of setting the critical metallicity 1 dex higher, and
lower, respectively.
By default, the ramses model for stellar evolution assumes that a user-specified
fraction, ηSN, of the mass of each SP, regardless of the SP’s metallicity or pristine
fraction, goes SN after 10 Myr. We used ηSN = 0.10 for the fiducial run corresponding
to the massive, short lived stars at the top of a Salpeter (1955) IMF. For this study,
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we implemented a second IMF for Pop III stars.
The fraction of each SP, in run P3SN, with metallicity below Zcrit is P?×M? and
was modeled using a log normal Pop III IMF (Larson, 1973) as discussed in Raiter
et al. (2010) and Tumlinson (2006). Our Pop III IMF had a characteristic mass of
60 M and σ = 1. The mass range spans 1 to 500 M and corresponds to Model ID
“TE” in Raiter et al. (2010). Specifically, our IMF was
dN
d ln(M)
= exp
(− 5.3− 1
2σ2
ln(
M
60M
)2
)
(4.5)
where -5.3 normalizes the PDF.
The IMF directly influenced the luminosity of galaxies containing Pop III stars as
well as the fraction of Pop III SN. Our Pop III IMF resulted in 99% (ηSN,III = 0.99)
of Pop III stars going SN within the first 10 Myr representing a significant increase in
feedback energy as well as the amount of metals injected into the ISM as compared
to the fiducial case. Note that we used the same Type II SN prescription for all Pop
III SN in this IMF although a subset of stars in the mass range ≈40-140 M may
collapse directly into BHs or generate pair-instability SN (PISN) (Heger et al., 2003)
with different explosion energies and yields.
The fraction of Pop II stars, per SP, had mass (1.0 − P?) ×M?. This IMF was
modeled using the Salpeter IMF described above with ηSN = 0.10. The Pop II IMF
used the standard power-law slope, α = 2.35, and spanned the mass range 0.1 to
100 M. Once again, the mass range and slope did not directly factor into the SN
feedback process since a fixed 10% of the mass fraction of each polluted SP resulted
in a SN after 10 Myr – regardless of the maximum mass assumed. However, these
parameters were important when modeling the luminosity of the surviving SPs.
All SN in the simulation injected ESN = 10
51 ergs/10 M even though the energy
from some Pop III stars were likely to have been higher (Scannapieco et al., 2003;
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Scannapieco, 2005; Heger & Woosley, 2010). Further, we assumed that 15% of SN
ejecta were metals, regardless of the type of SP.
The mass-loading parameter, fw, established the amount of gas, in terms of a
multiple of the mass of SN ejecta, in the host cell that was carried along with the SN
blast. For this work, and our previous studies, we used a default value of fw = 10.
This material was subsequently distributed equally among all of the cells within the
SN blast radius of 300 pc, or a volume of ≈ 1.13×108 pc3. For this study, we explored
the effect of reducing the mass loading factor to fw = 1 via run fw1.
While the fractional difference in the amount of material carried into the cells
in the SN blast radius was insignificant, reducing fw from 10 to 1 resulted in early
galaxies retaining more of their gas. Specifically, for the fw = 10 fiducial case, each
SN removed 1 SP mass of gas from the cell since the SN ejecta mass was 10% of the
SP mass. This level of SN mass loading helped to modulate future star formation by
reducing the gas in star forming cells, although, for numerical reasons, the maximum
amount of gas carried by any SN was capped at 25% of the gas remaining in the cell.
For fw = 1, 10x more gas was left in the central star forming region of active galaxies
as compared to the fiducial case, assuming the 25% limitation was not routinely
reached in that simulation.
4.2.5 Halo Finding
AdaptaHOP (Aubert et al., 2004) was used to find star forming galaxies in the
simulation. Groups of 20 particles were used to compute the local matter density
and halos must have been composed of at least 100 DM particles, equivalent to a DM
halo mass of 1.4 × 107M, to have been considered a candidate halo. Further, only
candidates with densities 80 times the average total matter density, as a function of
redshift, were saved.
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Many of the more massive objects found by AdaptaHOP were composed of more
than one observationally distinguishable galaxy and these overly bright objects had
the potential to bias the bright end of our luminosity functions. To determine the
observable radius of galaxies, we assumed that detectability implied at least a 0.1
arcsec separation between objects, as is does for the HST. We postprocessed these
halos, as discussed in 3, to ensure we identified individual galaxies.
4.2.6 Galaxy Spectral Models and Simulated Observations
We computed the UV fluxes, at a rest-frame wavelength of 1500 A˚, for our simu-
lated galaxies based on the redshift, ages, metallicities, and masses of their constituent
SPs using a set of simple stellar population spectral energy density (SED) models. We
used the same procedure as described in Section 3.2.5. Further details are contained
therein.
Each of the model SEDs was redshifted over the range z=7-16 and attenuated
to account for Lyman forest and continuum absorption (Madau, 1995). This process
also included a spectral conversion from wavelength to frequency converting the SEDs
into the familiar units of flux, normalized to an IMF of stars with 1 solar mass:
erg/s/Hz/cm2/M.
All of the SEDs, translated into fluxes at a given redshift, modeled stars of discrete
metallicities and discrete ages spanning the age range of SPs in the simulation. We
interpolated the data in both metallicity and age linearly, in log-space, to determine
the flux of specific SPs and fractions thereof.
The flux from Pop II stars, with Z? ≥ Zcrit, were based on STARBURST 99
SEDs (Leitherer et al., 2014), supplemented with SEDs by Raiter et al. (2010), for
Zcrit ≤ Z? ≤ 5 × 10−4 Z?. These SEDs modeled a Salpeter IMF, see Table 4.1,
were normalized to 1M and the fluxes derived from them were easily scaled by the
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polluted mass fraction of each SP.
Pop III stars, with Z? < Zcrit, had fluxes that were based on Raiter et al. (2010)
SEDs that were derived from the log normal IMF (see Table 4.1 and Figure 3.5),
normalized to 1M, for Z = 0 stars. As mentioned, the Pop III stellar mass, as a
fraction of each SP, was P? ×M?.
4.3 Results
We analyze our simulations with a focus on Pop III stars in both aggregate and
within the context of galaxies, focusing on 7 ≤ z ≤ 15. Figure 4.1 depicts the star
formation rates density (SFRD) for our simulations, along with observational data
derived from Madau & Dickinson (2014) and Finkelstein (2016). We have tuned our
star forming efficiency such that our SFRDs are in fair agreement with the LF-based
SFRD described by Finkelstein (2016) over the range 7 ≤ z ≤ 8 when considering
both Poisson error and sample variance (Trenti & Stiavelli, 2008). We use the same
star forming efficiency for all runs. We include the 1σ errors only for the fiducial and
P3SN runs since they show the greatest variance. For a detailed discussion on error
analysis see Section 3.3.2.
Figure 4.1 also depicts the Pop III SFRD as well as the classical Pop III SRFD that
does not include the effects of modeling the evolution of the pristine gas fraction and
its subsequent effect on Pop III star formation. Almost immediately, after polluted
stars begin to form at z . 18, we notice that the difference between the three runs
with different critical metallicities, Zcrit/Z = 10−4, 10−5, and 10−6, do not show
much variation. This result demonstrates that the Pop III cosmic star formation rate
is very weakly correlated with the value of the critical metallicity over this redshift
range.
However, the variation due to modeling the evolution of the pristine gas fraction,
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Figure 4.1: SFRDs along with observations by Madau & Dickinson (2014) and a LF-
based SFRD by Finkelstein (2016). The LF-based SFRD is based on an integration
of the reference luminosity function to MUV = -13 mag. The 1σ uncertainty on our
data, z ≤ 16, accounts for both Poisson noise and sample variance. The Pop III
SFRD show very little variation over 3 orders-of-magnitude of the critical metallicity
demonstrating that modeling the gas at sufficient resolution, or via a subgrid model,
is more important that knowing Zcrit. The largest effect on the star formation rate
occurs when changing the IMF for Pop III stars. The grey-shaded area indicates
redshifts post-reionization. If data is missing for a redshift it indicates a SFRD of
zero.
P , accounts for an average increase of a factor of ≈2 (0.3 dex) in the Pop III SFRD,
at z < 18, as compared to the classical rate, when averaged across all 5 runs. An
increase in the Pop III rate for the subgrid model was also evident in our earlier
work (see Chapter 2) and confirms that modeling the unpolluted fraction of gas,
or increasing the resolution of the simulation, is more important than knowing the
critical metallicity when attempting to predict the Pop III star formation rate at high
redshift.
The greatest change in the Pop III star formation rate is caused by the change
to the Pop III IMF in run P3SN. This is not surprising since the log normal IMF
adopted for Pop III stars in P3SN results in almost 10x more energy and pollutants
than the Pop III stars modeled via a Salpeter IMF in all other runs. The difference
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between the Pop III SFRD for P3SN and the fiducial run is approximately a factor
of 4.3 over the range z < 18. Thus, the P3SN simulation demonstrates how feedback
and the IMF are intimately linked making high redshift predictions of Pop III stellar
populations difficult without further observational data or theoretical insight (Stacy
et al., 2010; Bromm et al., 1999).
Considering the P3SN run, we also note that the classical Pop III rate falls to
zero during several cosmic epochs: z = 18 → 16, 14 → 12.5, 12 → 11, and 10 → 9.
This is due to the increased metal generation coupled with the instantaneous mixing
assumption that is typically used in simulation cells polluted with SN ejecta. Our
subgrid model exhibits continued Pop III star formation in regions of unpolluted gas
during these intervals.
As pointed out in Chapter 3, the increase in star formation immediately before
reionization, zreion ≈ 8.5, correlates strongly with a sharp increase in the Pop III
star formation rate. This is caused by a significant number of new minihalos crossing
the star formation density threshold immediately before reionization increases the
temperature of the gas (Furlanetto & Oh, 2008). Hence we predict that the largest
number of Pop III dominated galaxies will be found just prior to reionization.
Figure 4.2, left, supports this conclusion and depicts the fraction of halos that have
at least 90% of their stellar mass in Pop III stars – henceforth ‘Pop III dominated’
galaxies – as a function of redshift. The increase in the number of new Pop III
dominated galaxies is clearly visible at z = 9. The right panel depicts the mass of Pop
III dominated halos, for the fiducial run, and clearly shows that Pop III dominated
halos also attain their highest masses during this epoch. Even though polluted star
formation is keeping pace with Pop III star formation at z = 9, the majority of Pop
III star formation is taking place in new minihalos as we demonstrate next.
Figure 4.3 depicts the metallicity of the gas for run fw1 at two redshifts, before
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and after reionization, and a subset of galaxy locations where mAB ≤ 33 mag. As
can be seen, most of the Pop III dominated galaxies at z = 9 form in unpolluted
regions away from existing galaxies. At z = 8 Pop III star formation has dropped-
off significantly since reionization has raised the halo mass required to initiate star
formation (Couchman & Rees, 1986; Simpson et al., 2013; Bose et al., 2018). Pop III
dominated galaxies drop off by a factor of 10 post-reionization.
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Figure 4.2: Left: The fraction of halos dominated by Pop III star formation (defined
as galaxies with at least 90% of their stellar mass in Pop III stars) across all runs
sharply increases immediately before reionization at z = 9. Considering all of the
runs except P3SN, fully 25% of galaxies, pre-reionization, are Pop III dominated
while only 5% are post-reionization. Right: The histogram depicts counts of Pop III
dominated galaxies, binned in mass, and indicates that they also attain their peak
masses, for the fid run, at z = 9 (orange) vs post-reionization (green). The shaded
regions around the solid lines indicate 1σ errors based on the galaxy counts.
Referring back to Figure 4.2, and ignoring P3SN for now, at z = 9, ≈25% of
galaxies are Pop III dominated. However, by z = 8 the majority of star formation is
taking place in pre-existing polluted galaxies and the fraction of Pop III dominated
galaxies drops to ≈5%. While P3SN generates the lowest fraction of Pop III stars
and halos, the difference between the number of halos pre and post-reionization is
just as dramatic. At z = 9 ≈ 21% of galaxies are Pop III dominated. This falls to
slightly more than 1% by z = 8, also a 20% drop as exemplified by the other runs.
Lastly, while the overall fraction of Pop III dominated galaxies is greater at z > 13
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than at z = 9, as we discuss in the next section, the fraction of potentially observable
galaxies falls off quickly at z > 10 for all of our models.
Figure 4.3: The metallicity of the gas for run fw1 at z = 9 (left) and 8 (right). Circles
and stars indicate galaxies with mAB ≤ 33 mag. Symbol size indicates the relative
mass of each galaxy. White stars identify Pop III dominated galaxies (with ≥ 90%
of mass in Pop III stars). Green circles are galaxies with < 90% of their mass in
Pop III stars. At z = 9, there are 399 Pop III dominated galaxies and most form in
pristine gas away from existing galaxies. By z = 8, Pop III star formation is quenched
since reionization raises the overall gas temperature raising the halo mass required to
initiate star formation. Here there are only 39 Pop III dominated galaxies. Scale is
comoving Mpc h−1.
4.3.1 Galaxy Luminosity Comparison
Next, we evaluate the effect of our parameters on galaxy flux, remembering that
a relatively small changes in the fraction of Pop III stars with ages < 3.5 Myr can
make a significant change to a galaxy’s luminosity. Figure 4.4 depicts LFs for our
simulations across the redshift range 7 ≤ z ≤ 15. The shaded areas indicate the
two intrinsic magnitude limits we believe JWST will be able to detect in the deep
campaign, mUV = 31.4 mag, and via lensing, mUV = 33 mag, respectively (Gardner
et al., 2006).
All of the runs produce essentially indistinguishable LFs when considering 1σ
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estimated errors based on Poisson noise and sample variance. Even the run P3SN,
that generates ≈ 10× the SN feedback as compared to the other runs, displays only a
small change in galaxy luminosities across the redshift and magnitude range depicted.
The combination of feedback and the reduced number of surviving Pop III stars, at
each redshift, does slightly reduce the brightness of galaxies toward the faint end for
run P3SN. It is in this region that we see the effect of the additional Pop III SN
energy as fewer minihalos are Pop III dominated. Smaller galaxies with fewer Pop
III stars are also less luminous.
The consistency of these result across simulations indicates that our predictions for
the luminosity of high redshift galaxies in Chapter 3 are robust across this parameter
space. While we have yet to look at the effects of radiation pressure on star formation,
it is promising to note that the luminosity of these galaxies does not seem to be highly
correlated with the critical metallicity or SN loading.
4.3.2 Pop III flux
While our parameter variations do not result in striking changes to the LFs of our
high redshift galaxies, they do produce changes to the fraction of Pop III flux coming
from them. In Chapter 3 we focused on the fraction of galaxies with at least 75% of
their flux coming from Pop III stars. Here we briefly discuss the changes to the Pop
III flux fraction down to 10−3 but once again focus on ‘observable Pop III-bright’ that
have mUV ≤ 31.4 mag and fIII/fTot ≥ 0.75. These galaxies are important to future
observational searches for Pop III stars.
While each of our runs produce changes to the Pop III flux fractions of our galaxies,
the most drastic change is between the fiducial and the P3SN run. Figure 4.5 depicts
the UV Pop III flux fraction, fIII/fTot, as a function of the magnitude and redshift of
our galaxies, measured at 1500A˚ in the rest-frame, for these two runs. Note that we
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Figure 4.4: UV LFs derived from our simulations with 1σ error bounds including
both Poisson noise and sample variance. Solid (dashed) grey lines are Finkelstein
(2016) (extrapolated) Schechter fits. For z = 10, we have included Bouwens et al.
(2015) and Oesch et al. (2013) observational data, with error bars. Redshifts 12 and
15 include luminosity functions derived by O’Shea et al. (2015) from the Renaissance
Simulations. The rectangular shaded areas indicate likely limiting intrinsic magni-
tudes for JWST ultra-deep and lensed observations. As depicted, varying the critical
metallicity and SN mass loading does not appreciably effect the flux coming from our
simulated galaxies. However, adopting a Pop III log normal IMF, run P3SN, greatly
reduces the number of Pop III stars in minihalos. We see the effect on the luminosity
of small galaxies at the faint end of the LF. However all runs produce LFs that are
still within the 1σ of each other.
have normalized the probabilities in each magnitude bin such that they sum to one.
We focus on a representative sample from z = 7− 15 as was done previously.
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As can be seen, P3SN results in a reduction in the counts of galaxies brighter than
MUV = −14 across the range 10−3 < fIII/fTot < 0.75 as compared to the fiducial run.
Galaxies in this flux fraction range are hybrids composed of both Pop III and Pop II
stars, although galaxies with fIII/fTot ≥ 0.75 can also contain a small fraction of Pop
II stars.
This reduction in the number density of hybrid galaxies is caused by the 10 fold
increase in SN energy in run P3SN that efficiently evacuates the gas from the host
halo. Considering the typical (also the minimum) SP mass M? & 8.3 × 103M
we find the SN energy generated by Pop III SNe are at least 8.2 × 1053 erg, since
ESN = 10
51 ( MSP
10M
) erg. Figure 4.6, top, depicts the range of halo DM masses in this
simulation along with a plot of the estimated gravitational binding energy (Loeb,
2010),
Eb = 2.9× 1053
(
Mh
108M
)5/3 (
1 + z
10
)
erg, (4.6)
bottom, for these halos. When considering a SN to gas coupling efficiency of 10%
(Hartwig et al., 2018; Kitayama & Yoshida, 2005; Whalen et al., 2008), we note that
our Pop III SNe efficiently evacuate the gas from median mass halos and below, which
have binding energies . 4.3× 1052 erg.
Also, the mean binding energy is only a factor of 1.6 above the 10% SN coupling
energy for a minimum mass SP. A coupling fraction of 16%, or 2 Pop III SNe, is/are
enough to unbind the gas from average mass galaxies. Hence, galaxies with a mass of
≤ 5.3× 107M at z = 7 and ≤ 3.5× 107M at z = 15, cannot retain their baryons
when one or more Pop III SN occur. In fact, an average of 67%, by number, of halos
become unbound by Pop III SN in the P3SN run. By mass, the fraction of halos
unbound by SN goes from 32% at z = 15 down to 23% at z = 7. This increased
feedback explains the lack of hybrid galaxies in the P3SN simulation.
While our stellar feedback and SN physics is not as complete as described in the
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Figure 4.5: The normalized probability of finding a UV Pop III flux fraction, fIII/fTot,
as a function of the redshift and magnitude of our galaxies for the fiducial and P3SN
runs. The top row of bins in each plot represent a Pop III flux fraction of at least
75%. Comparing P3SN to the fiducial run, the probabilities of finding galaxies with
10−3 ≤ fIII/fTot < 0.75 decreases at all redshifts for the former simulation. This
is due to the increased feedback in the P3SN simulation. However, the fraction of
observable Pop III-bright (top row of bins) keeps pace at all redshifts indicating Pop
III star formation in minihalos is the dominate source of Pop III flux.
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above references, our purely mechanical SN feedback acts on SN ejecta mass on the
order of the SP mass for our P3SN simulation. This level of coupling effectively
removes the majority of gas from SN-hosting cells quenching further star formation.
Returning to Figure 4.5, the fraction of observable Pop III-bright galaxies (top
row of bins in each plot) remain fairly consistent across both simulations. This is
due to the fact, as already discussed, that most Pop III star formation occurs in new
minihalos, away from polluted galaxies. Such star formation is relatively unaffected
by the IMF and SN rate.
At z = 12 we see a higher fraction of observable Pop III-bright galaxies at mUV ≈
31.8 mag for the P3SN simulation than for the fiducial run while the fraction of highly
polluted halos at fIII/fTot ≤ 10−3 is zero. This is once again due to the increased SN
feedback that tends to quench star formation in existing halos while similar mass
halos in the fiducial run continue to form Pop II stars. Hence the P3SN simulation
shows fewer galaxies with a mix of Pop III and Pop II stars as compared to the fiducial
model.
Pop III-bright galaxies, as a fraction of all observable galaxies, are summarized in
Figure 4.7. Each panel compares a different run to the fiducial simulation. We depict
the JWST ‘observable’ limiting magnitude of mUV = 31.4 mag, along with a lensing
magnitude limit of mUV = 33 mag. We also include the classical Pop III star forming
case. Error bars are based on Poisson noise only and are included for the non-fiducial
runs.
Varying the critical metallicity does not appreciably change the fraction of ob-
servable Pop III-bright galaxies in our sample volume at z = 9, and counts at z < 9
are consistent with zero or a very small fraction of observable Pop III-bright galaxies.
However, we note that the fiducial run did not generate any observable Pop III-bright
galaxies at z = 12 as did the Z4 and Z6 runs. This may seem puzzling until we re-
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Figure 4.6: The halo DM mass function (HMF, top) and gravitational binding energy
(bottom) for 7 ≤ z ≤ 15 expressed as PDFs for all galaxies in the P3SN simulation.
As expected, the HMF indicates that most galaxies have MDM < 10
8M. The dotted
line labeled ‘0.1 ESN’ in the bottom plot indicates a conservative fraction of SN energy
(10%) that couples efficiently to the gas. Galaxies with binding energies below this
threshold lose their baryons as a result of a single P3SN Pop III SP SN. This includes
galaxies with up to median binding energy (pink dashed line where the shaded region
indicates the min/max median value across the redshift range). Similarly, the dashed
dark yellow line indicates the mean galaxy Eb range. An average of 67%, by number,
of halos become unbound by P3SN SN. We include a higher coupling efficiency factor
of 0.5 ESN, for reference. Binding energy in units of 10
51 erg.
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alize that we are contending with small number statistics and galaxies on the edge
of observability. In fact, there is only one observable Pop III-bright galaxy in both
the Z4 and Z6 runs and it has magnitude mUV = 31.38 mag. This single galaxy is
compatible with zero in our sample volume when we consider the 1σ uncertainty.
Additionally, while the fiducial run did not produce this single observable Pop
III-bright galaxy at z = 12 we note that it was run on a different computer than the
Z4 and Z6 runs. Similarly, the fw1 and Z4 runs also generated a single observable
Pop III-bright galaxy at z = 11 while the fiducial run did not.
The greatest effect on predicted counts of Pop III-bright galaxies occurs when we
consider the JWST lensing limit of mUV ≤ 33 mag and P3SN. At z = 12, P3SN
predicts more than 2 times the Pop III-bright lensing opportunities than the fiducial
run and more than 3.5 times as many at z = 13, albeit with a large uncertainty. While
the z = 14 statistics also indicate more lensing opportunities than in the fiducial case
the 1σ uncertainties are very large and compatible with zero observations in our
volume.
The locations of these Pop III galaxies, for fw1 and P3SN, are depicted in Figure
4.8 for z = 8 and 9. The fw1 simulation has the least amount of SN feedback, owing to
the reduced SN loading factor, while P3SN has the most SN feedback. The resulting
increase in the metallicity of the gas for P3SN is evident at z = 8, immediately
after the burst of Pop III star formation. Additionally, P3SN displays a factor of ≈2
increase in the number of lensing opportunities for galaxies with mUV ≤ 33 mag.
For run fw1 at z = 9, we note that there are 2143 distinct galaxies in our volume.
Of these 179 have mAB ≤ 31.4 mag and should be detectable by JWST via a deep
campaign. Of these observable galaxies, 33 are Pop III-bright with more than 75%
of their flux coming from Pop III stars. This is the 18% of observable Pop III-
bright galaxies noted in Figure 4.7 for fw1. The fraction of observable Pop III-bright
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Figure 4.7: A comparison of the fraction of Pop III-bright galaxies across all of our
runs. Each panel indicates the joint probability of finding an observable, mUV ≤ 31.4
mag (blue) or mUV ≤ 33 mag (red), Pop III-bright, fIII/fTot ≥ 0.75, galaxy as a fraction
of all galaxies meeting the magnitude cutoff. Yellow bars consider only classical Pop
III star formation. Run P3SN shows the greatest change from the fiducial case with
more lensing opportunities at z ≥ 9. When considering 1σ errors there is not a
significant change in the predictions from the fiducial case for Pop III-bright galaxies
at mUV ≤ 31.4 mag.
galaxies drops to less than 1% when we consider fw1 at z = 8 where only 2 galaxies
with mAB ≤ 31.4 mag are Pop III-bright.
The results are similar for run P3SN, the run with the most SN feedback. At z = 9
we find 128 of the 2139 galaxies have mAB ≤ 31.4. Of these, 24 are Pop III-bright,
again 18% as was the case for run fw1. Moving to z = 8 we find only 1 of the 200
observable galaxies is Pop III-bright, again less than 1%. Similarly, for both runs,
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fw1 fw1
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Figure 4.8: The metallicity of the gas for runs fw1 (top) and P3SN (bottom) with
circles and stars indicating the locations and relative mass of galaxies. We identify
observable galaxies with mAB ≤ 31.4 mag in green, lensed Pop III-bright (fIII/fTot ≥
0.75) galaxies with mAB ≤ 33 mag in cyan, and observable Pop III-bright (mAB ≤
31.4) galaxies with white stars at z = 9 and 8. At z = 9, just before reionization, there
are 33 observable Pop III-bright galaxies for fw1 and 24 for P3SN. At z = 8, there
are 2 (fw1) and 1 (P3SN). The effects of the increased feedback on the metallicity of
the gas for P3SN is immediately apparent in the lower figures, post reionization. Run
fw1 has the least amount of SN feedback, while P3SN the most. See the text for a
more detailed discussion. Scale is comoving Mpc h−1.
there are many more Pop III-bright galaxy lensing opportunities pre-reionization than
post.
The consistency in the rate of observable Pop III-bright galaxies at redshifts 9
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and 10 across different simulations is not surprising given the Pop III SFRDs. Even
though the P3SN Pop III SRFD is down a factor of more than 5 when compared to the
fiducial run, the fraction of Pop III stars born in minihalos, and those younger than
3 Myr, are the ones that dominate the contribution to the fraction of Pop III-bright
observable galaxies. In other words, the number of Pop III stars born in minihalos is
fairly consistent across runs – and these objects form the majority of Pop III-bright
galaxies. Additionally, for run P3SN, the fraction of Pop III stars created in larger
galaxies declines because of the 10-fold increase in metals that pollutes these halos.
Going back to Figure 4.5 we see this as a decrease in the fraction of hybrid galaxies
with a Pop III flux fraction 10−3 < fIII/fTot < 0.75.
4.3.3 Chemical Composition
Our two metallicity scalars, ZP,? and Z?, as well as the pristine fraction scalar, are
associated with each SP in the simulation. Using Z? and P?, we model the fraction
of stellar mass in each SP that represents Pop III stars, P?, as well as the enhanced
metallicity of the polluted fraction of Pop II stars, Z? = Z?/(1− P?) as described in
Section 4.2.3. Using ZP,?, we also model the fraction of metals in SPs originating in
Pop III SN, as ZP,?/Z?.
To simplify direct comparisons with our earlier work, we once again adopt the
elemental abundance pattern generated by a 60M Pop III SN (Heger, 2016) as
representative of metal yields in the 25M ≤ M? < 140M range, the dominate
region of our Pop III IMF. Specifically, the abundances of each element in each SP are
computed by mapping the mass fraction of primordial metals, ZP,?, to the abundances
found in the ejecta of a 60M Pop III SN. We leave a more sophisticated approach,
e.g. – stochastically sampling yields from different mass Pop III SN progenitors across
the IMF or using a convolution of representative yields, for future work. ‘Regular
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Figure 4.9: Left : The fraction of CEMP-no stars when considering all MP stars with
[Fe/H] ≤ bin value for 3 simulations along with observational data by Yoon et al.
(2018). For example, for run P3SN, 60% of MP stars with [Fe/H] ≤ −2 are CEMP-
no stars. Right : The fraction of CEMP-no stars per bin. The observational data, red
line, is based on AEGIS medium resolution data analyzed by Yoon et al. (2018), with
uncertainties. As expected, the fraction of CEMP-no stars increases with decreasing
metallicity. While our fraction of CEMP-no stars is higher than observations between
−4 < [Fe/H] . −2, our simulation was stopped at z = 7. Many more MP stars with
[Fe/H] > −4 would likely form at lower redshift diluting our CEMP-no fraction.
metals’, that have a mass-fraction Z?−ZP,?, are modeled using abundances provided
by Timmes (2016) and are representative of typical Type II SN abundances.
As discussed in detail in Section 2.3.4 and mentioned above, each SP is associated
with three scalars ZP,?, Z?, and P?. Using this information, we can compute the
mass in Pop III stars as well as the chemical abundances of polluted stars represented
by each SP. Using the criteria of Beers & Christlieb (2005), we identify the mass
fractions of our SPs that represent metal poor (MP, [Fe/H] < −1.0) and CEMP-no
([Fe/H] < −1.0 and [C/Fe] > 1.0) 1 stars. The results for runs fid, fw1, and P3SN
are depicted in Figure 4.9. The left plot depicts the fraction of CEMP-no stars as a
function of metallicity when considering all MP stars at or below a [Fe/H] bin. The
right plot depicts the fraction of CEMP-no stars per bin.
As expected, the fraction of CEMP-no stars increases as metallicity decreases.
This is because most extremely metal poor (EMP, [Fe/H] < −3) stars are likely to
1Additionally, CEMP-no stars do not show an enhancement to s or r-process elements.
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Figure 4.10: Joint PDFs depicting the mass-weighted probabilities for the chemical
abundance of [C/H] as a function of the [Fe/H] for all SPs in our fiducial and P3SN
simulations at z = 7. The largest effect on the overall carbon content of our stars is
seen in the P3SN run. Here, carbon is enhanced across the entire range of metallicities,
owing to the larger fraction of Pop III ejecta, and is the best match to observations
of CEMP-no stars. The P3SN data is also bimodal with an enhance probability of
finding stars with 0 < [C/Fe] . 1 as well as a population of more MP stars with
[Fe/H] < −2 and [C/H] ≈ −1. We have plotted (in purple) CEMP-no stars from
Yoon et al. (2016) along with a dashed line indicating [C/Fe] = 0.7.
have been born in environments polluted solely by Pop III SN (Hartwig et al., 2018;
Ishigaki et al., 2018; Simon et al., 2015; Frebel et al., 2005). While our data shows
a much higher fraction of CEMP-no stars over −4 < [Fe/H] . −2 as compared
to the survey data, we note that our simulations stop at redshift 7. While most of
the CEMP-no stars have likely been formed by this epoch, there are still MP stars
forming that will dilute the fraction of CEMP-no stars at later times.
Moving on to a more detailed chemical analysis, Figure 4.10 depicts the mass-
weighted PDFs for the chemical abundance of [C/H] as a function of metallicity for
the fiducial and P3SN simulations’ SPs. Results are very similar to the fid run for
Z4, Z6 and fw1. We focus on carbon since it is the defining element when describing
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CEMP-no stars (Beers & Christlieb, 2005). The observed chemical composition of
CEMP-no stars in the MW halo requires SN progenitors from a top-heavy IMF with
stars that end their lives as Type II SN leaving a BH that traps the heavier elements.
Several stars in the mass range of our log normal IMF result in SN with such carbon-
enhanced yields (Heger & Woosley, 2002).
Each plot is overlaid with the set of CEMP-no stars from Keller et al. (2014)
and includes dashed lines depicting the [C/Fe] ratio. While both plots depict and
enhanced probability of finding stars with [C/Fe] ≈ 0.5, the P3SN data more clearly
displays the bimodal relationship between carbon and iron discussed by Yoon et
al. (2016). This plot clearly depicts the enhanced probability of finding stars with
0 < [C/Fe] . 1, likely indicative of a population of CEMP-no stars polluted by
both Pop III and Pop II SN, as well as a population of MP stars with [Fe/H] < −2
and [C/H] ≈ −1, a population likely polluted solely by Pop III SN. This agreement
between the P3SN simulation and observations further supports the idea of a top-
heavy IMF for the first stars by tying observations of the chemical composition of
ancient MW CEMP-no halo stars to the frequency and nucleosynthetic products of
Pop III SN.
4.4 Conclusions
We have conducted a parameter study analyzing the results of 5 large-scale cosmo-
logical simulations to assess their impacts on the properties of Pop III star formation
and the flux coming from high redshift galaxies. In particular our simulations have
explored the effects of
1. lowering the SN mass loading factor, that describes the amount of circumstellar
gas carried along with SN ejecta, from 10 times the ejecta mass to 1,
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2. varying the value of the critical metallicity that demarcates the boundary be-
tween Pop III and Pop II star formation between 10−6 and 10−4Z,
3. implementing a log normal Pop III IMF, within RAMSES, in place of the
Salpeter IMF, resulting in an ≈10-fold increase in both the amount of SN energy
and metals injected into the ISM.
We have compared these simulations to the fiducial run used in Chapter 3, quantifying
the differences and analyzing the implications for predictions made in our previous
works.
We find that the parameter ranges explored do not produce a large effect on the
overall SFRD. The largest change, produced by P3SN, results in approximately a
50% reduction in the SFRD at z ≤ 12 and less at z ≤ 9. The differences between
the fid and P3SN run are within sample variance at z ≤ 12. Looking at the Pop
III SFRD, run P3SN again produces the largest change from the fiducial case, this
time significant, resulting in a decrease of an average of approximately 0.64 dex (a
factor of ≈1/4) averaged over the redshift range 7 ≤ z < 18. This result points to
the importance of understanding the Pop III IMF since it has a direct impact on the
fraction of surviving Pop III stars at every epoch. Additionally, understanding the
IMF relates directly to the amount of SN feedback, again and important consideration
since it is relatively easy to dislodge the gas from minihalos in the early universe.
However, the effect of modeling the pristine fraction of gas also has a significant
effect on the Pop III SFRD. The subgrid model produces a Pop III SFRD a factor of
2 above the classical model for all simulations except P3SN. For P3SN the difference
between the classical Pop III SFRD and the subgrid model was even more pronounced
with the classical rate falling to zero for several epochs. We did not see an appreciable
difference when varying the critical metallicity for Pop III star formation over 3 orders
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of magnitude. This result reinforces our conclusion that our subgrid model following
the pristine fraction of gas is more important than knowing the value of the critical
metallicity.
We find that Pop III star formation peaks immediately before reionization, in all
of our simulations. This is true in terms of both the mass of Pop III dominated
galaxies, and in their number counts. This result is consistent with our previous work
and reinforces our conclusion that this is best epoch to search for Pop III stars.
While observational constraints on the high redshift LF are uncertain (Finkelstein,
2016; McLeod et al., 2015; Bouwens et al., 2015; Oesch et al., 2015), we find that our
models predictions approximately follow the predicted faint end slope at 8 ≤ z ≤ 10
and are in reasonable agreement with extrapolated Schechter functions to z = 12. We
suspect that our simulations’ limited resolution and relatively small volume limits our
ability to accurately model galaxy counts at z = 15 as our galaxy counts in this era
underperform both extrapolated Schechter models and O’Shea et al. (2015). None of
our simulated galaxies are brighter than mUV = 31.4 mag at z > 13.
We note the largest differences in Pop III-bright galaxies, with at least 75% of
their flux coming from Pop III stars, occurs between the fiducial and P3SN simula-
tions. The feedback effects of the Pop III log normal IMF coupled with the small
number of Pop III stars that survive beyond 10 Myr results in far fewer galaxies
with moderate Pop III flux fractions between 0.75 and 10−3. The added feedback
quenches subsequent star formation in median sized galaxies, and below, resulting in
a largely bimodal distribution of Pop III flux fractions for P3SN galaxies. These vary
between purely young, small Pop III galaxies and a fraction of older, larger galaxies
that maintain a tiny fraction of Pop III stars.
When considering the fraction of observable Pop III-bright galaxies, most of the
simulations produced statistics very similar to the fiducial run. However, once again,
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the P3SN model stood out. While the fraction of Pop III-bright galaxies with mUV ≤
31.4 mag was similar to the fiducial run, the number of lensing opportunities for
galaxies with mUV ≤ 33 mag increases for the P3SN run by an average factor of 2
over the redshift range 7 ≤ z ≤ 13.
Turning to the chemical composition of our stars we note that the P3SN model
shows the best agreement with a sample of CEMP-no stars from the MW halos and
supports the notion of a Pop III IMF characterized by stars in the 25M ≤ M? <
140M range. A significant fraction of such stars go SN producing the carbon-to-
iron ratios seen in CEMP-no populations. If fact, our model reproduces the bimodal
distribution of these stars where we see one population of CEMP-no stars likely
polluted solely by Pop III SN with [C/H] ≈ −1 and a second population polluted by
both Pop III and Pop II SN with a higher overall metallicity and [C/Fe] ≈ +1.
Our subgrid model that traces the fraction of unmixed gas at subgrid scales im-
proves our ability to reliably produce results, for a given physical model, across a
range of simulation resolutions. However, this is just a starting point for the model-
ing of Pop III star formation. As we have noted throughout the text, there are many
aspects of the relevant physics left to include and explore. We will expound on some
of the possible follow-on work in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
REVIEW AND FUTURE WORK
This work presents a new model that improves the effective resolution of cosmo-
logical simulations with regard to Pop III star formation by tracking the fraction of
unpolluted gas at subgrid scales. Our approach statistically tracks the effects of sub-
grid turbulent mixing, modeling the time scale required to thoroughly mix pollutants
within a given volume of gas. The approach allows us to estimate the fraction of
pristine gas at any epoch and results in the formation of metal free stars in regions
of a simulation that would otherwise generate Pop II stars.
We used this improved physical model to track the unmixed fraction of gas across
several simulations ranging from 3 Mpc h−1 to 12 Mpc h−1 on a side and discovered
that higher fractions of pristine, Pop III star forming gas persists at all redshifts. Our
results demonstrate that the subsequent Pop III SFR depends more on the turbu-
lent mixing of pollutants at subgrid scales than on knowing the value of the critical
metallicity that marks the boundary between metal-free and Pop II star formation.
In fact, considering all of our simulations, we found that modeling the time scale
required to thoroughly pollute gas at subgrid scales resulted in a 2-3× increase in the
Pop III SFRD, across the redshift range studied, as compared to typical simulations
that simply instantaneously update the metallicity of polluted cells.
In addition to improving the resolution of Pop III star formation, our approach
provides us with the information needed to improve the modeling of the metallicity
of the polluted fraction of gas and stars. Since incomplete mixing implies that metals
are concentrated in a sub-volume of simulation cell, we can estimate the metallicity of
the polluted fraction as Z = Z/fpol. This correction to metallicity resulted in fewer
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ultra-metal poor (UMP) stars in our simulations and helps to explain the dearth of
UMP observations in the MW halo.
With our improved Pop III star formation model in-hand, we modeled the UV
luminosity of the galaxies in our simulations down to z = 7. We found that our
LFs are in good agreement with observations out to z = 10 and are in reasonable
agreement with extrapolations of observationally based Schechter functions out to z =
12. We found that our model underperforms predicted faint-end galaxy luminosities
at z > 12, but this is likely due to a combination of our limited resolution and the
uncertainty in galaxy formation and composition at such high redshifts.
We also looked at the fraction of flux generated by Pop III stars in our galaxies.
We found that the epoch immediately before reionization is the best time to look for
galaxies with a large fraction, 75%, of their flux coming from Pop III stars. While
the epoch of reionization is a free parameter in our simulations, the prediction should
hold true even given the uncertainty around this cosmological event. Small, new
DM overdensities continue to form, grow, and to attract star-forming baryons in the
pristine gas until reionization raises its temperature ending the era of Pop III star
formation in minihalos.
Tracking the formation and death of Pop III stars also allowed us to study the
initial chemical enrichment of early galaxies and the IGM. Another novel innovation
is our creation of a new metallicity scalar, ZP, that tracks the nucleosynthetic prod-
ucts of Pop III stars. This scalar enabled us to track the chemical evolution of the
early universe at a very small computational cost but provided us with the ability to
track the unique elemental abundances generated by the first SN. While simulations
typically employ relatively computationally expensive chemical networks to follow a
dozen or more species as they are formed, our approach allows us to model those
abundances – and to change them – post hoc.
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Assuming that the first generation of stars were very massive, as is evidenced
by the physics of metal-free gas collapse, we assigned the ejecta from Pop III SN to
our new scalar. We were then able to track the composition of subsequent stars via
the two metallicity scalars associated with the stars’ birth gas: Z and ZP. Then, in
post processing, we modeled the final chemical composition of our simulated stars by
assigning two different abundance patterns to the two types of metallicity.
Considering that the populations of CEMP-no stars with the lowest overall metal-
licity likely represent a generation of stars born in gas polluted by a single Pop III SN,
we found a good match between the chemical composition of CEMP-no stars in the
MW halo and simulated SPs that were polluted solely with the produces of a 60 M
Pop III SN. Further, when we convolved the material from this Pop III progenitor
with elements typical of typical type II SN we were able to predict a second popu-
lation of CEMP-no stars with higher overall metallicity and lower levels of carbon
enhancement. In short we were able to match the bimodal pattern seen in CEMP-no
stars that arrises from a population of stars polluted with Pop III SN material and
another polluted with both Pop III and Pop II ejecta. We hope this approach will
be useful in exploring and characterizing the IMF of Pop III stars as we have only
begun to explore its potential utility.
5.1 Follow-on Studies
While this work has demonstrated that we can improve a simulation’s ability to
model Pop III star formation for a given parameter set and resolution, there are many
aspects of the relevant physics left to explore. One of the most prominent is the effect
of radiative feedback from massive Pop III stars. While Pop III SNe likely provide
enough feedback to evacuate most of the star forming gas from minihalos, radiation
from these first stars photoionizes and heats the gas, effectively inhibiting further
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star formation even before the stars end their lives as SNe. Quantifying the effects
of radiative feedback within the context of our model is an important question that
needs to be addressed in a future work.
There is still debate as to the amount of energy generated by early SN across the
theoretical mass range of Pop III stars (Chen et al., 2015; Nomoto, 2012). While
our simulations assume a standard 1051 erg per 10 solar mass, parameterizing this
value would help to determine the effect of weak, or stronger, SN on the chemical
evolution and subsequent star formation in early galaxies. As one example, we have
not included the chemical abundance signature and feedback model that likely results
from PISN. While using a 60M SN abundance pattern results in a reasonable match
with results of stellar archeology, including the iron rich products of PISN is important
if we want to characterize the shape of the Pop III IMF. Additionally, including the
luminosity of Pop III SN – especially very luminous SN – is likely important when
characterizing the LF of the high redshift galaxies.
Similarly, the effects of early BHs and X-ray binaries on the evolution of the
first galaxies is another avenue to consider in future modeling. While some studies
suggest that feedback from early BHs alone does not significantly effect star formation,
feedback from high mass X-ray binaries (HMXB) may promote star formation in
nearby minihalos via the formation of molecular hydrogen (Jeon et al., 2012). Also,
as with SN, modeling the luminosity of HMXB may provide a more robust model of
the luminosity of early galaxies. Of course, the prevalence of HMXB is a function of
Pop III binary formation. This is another area of on-going theoretical inquiry.
As discussed previously, the ability to track the nucleosynthetic products from
Pop III SN affords us a relatively light-weight method of exploring and constraining
the Pop III IMF by comparing the chemical make-up of subsequent stellar generations
to observations. While we have started this work in Chapter 3, a more comprehensive
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study could be undertaken. Stochastically sampling yields from different masses
across the Pop III IMF would provide a more realistic model of the elemental yields
that polluted the early universe. Many such models have been suggested, and such a
work would be able to rule out IMFs that do not appreciably agree with observations
of CEMP-no and MP stars in the MW halo.
Finally, the techniques used to extend the functionality of cosmological simulations
to track Pop III SN ejecta can be extended to other types of SN. In fact we have started
this work at Arizona State University and now have a version of the code that tracks
the unique ejecta patterns generated by neutron star mergers, again without having
to track individual elemental species during the simulation run.
The next generation of large telescopes will undoubtedly expand our understand-
ing of the early universe. However, even JWST will be hard pressed to observe the
earliest Pop III galaxies without lensing – likely resulting in precious view observa-
tions at z > 12. For the next decade or more theory coupled with simulation will be
our best methodology for understanding the physics of the very early universe that
gave birth to the first stars and galaxies. As observations push further back into
cosmic history, they will undoubtedly help to constrain our models.
While computational methods have steadily made progress over the last decades,
it is only recently that we have been able to model a reasonable fraction of the relevant
processes that constitute early star and galaxy formation. However, these processes
rely on physics that takes place across a wide range of scales and it will likely be some
time before we can hope to include most of it in a self-consistent framework. While we
have highlighted one possible approach to analytically modeling some of that physics
at subgrid scales, similar insights will help to move the state-of-the-art forward. We
hope to be a part of these efforts and to advance the science that contributes to the
understanding of our cosmos.
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